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A SYSTEAilATSC STUDY OF T H E  LIZARDS OF THE 
1)BPPEI GROUP (GENUS CNEMZ1)OPHORUS) 
IN MEXICO AN11 GUATEMA1.A " 
LIZARDS o l  the genus Crzenridop1rol.u~ long have been a thorn ill the sides 
o l  herpetologists. Cope (1 900: 569) sta tetl: "The discriinination ol the 
Nurtll Rrnerican species of this genus is the most difficult problern in our 
herpetology." In a similar vein Gadow (1906: 287), who lrlilde the first 
serious atte~ript to unr:rvel the systeinatics ol the R/iexic:r~ species, st;~ted: 
"R/lost ol the 'species' are so plastic, so variable, that tliey ~ i a y  well tli-ive 
the systeriiatist to tlespair. Not two authorities will, nor can, possibly agree 
r~poii the nrunber ol admissible species." Alter such co~~i~r len ts  from the 
" ~ ; I S I  111asters," is it any wonder that most modern systelriatists have i-e- 
lraiilctl from working with Cne,t7idoplto1.1,ts? 
Probal)ly the most confusing thing about these li~artls is the olltogerietic 
change in color pattern, which through its variety ol' inanifestations runs 
the punut  in convergence ant1 piirallelisin. Gadow ( s ~ l p l . c l  r . i l . )  presented a 
detailed account of the then acc~~iilt~latetl  knowledge ol the Mexican 
spec.ies and attemptetl to show the ontoge~ietic change in color pattern in 
various populations. His c1;rssification ol tlie group was I~asetl on a nori- 
geographic concept ol subspecies and 1lenc:e is ~rscless. Richard Zweilel 
recently (19.59) ~natle tlie first real coritribrition to the systelllatics ol this 
genus within the last hall' century. By using size of the t1ors;il gr;rnl~les (a 
c1lar;rcter first enll~loyetl by [.owe and Zweilcl, 19.52), he was able to show 
that the supposetlly highly variable C77ettiiclophol-1rs sncki  in western 
Rllkxico actually inclucletl three species. 
'I'lie senior author I,ec;une aware of a systematic: pro1)lem in the deppei  
group of the genus when, in 195G, he lound two distinct l'or~ns ol "cleppei" 
in the Tepalcatepec Valley in R/lichoacBi1. During tllat field season ~riuch 
niaterial lrom various parts of the range ol the group was atlded to that 
which he had collected in Ailichoacin in 1951 and 1955. In  1958 we were 
able to visit Mic11o:rcAn again. Among other things, we concentrated on 
obtaining series ol' Cn~?7~idoPhor1ls  and ecological data on the various 
Eorlns. Upon comparing this material with series Iron1 diverse parts of 
Mkxico, it became obvious that the cleppei group was badly in need o l  
revision. Fortunately, with the exception ol coz~~nze lu s ,  we have hat1 field 
experience with all of the species and subspecies and have seen live 
juveniles, sub:~dults, and adults of both sexes o l  all of the forms. Because 
" (:on[ribntion No. 45 from tlre Ilepartrnent of Biology, TVaync State Ilniversi~y, 
Detroit 2, Micbiffan. 
5 
we had not seen living s1)ecimens from Central Ailierica nor llacl a knowl- 
edge of the li~arcls in the ficlcl, we clecidecl to limit the study to populations 
in MCxico; howcver, on the insistence of L. C. Stuart, Guatemalan speci- 
mens 11;tve becn included. 
Therefore, the purpose ol this papcr is to revieail the species of the 
deppei group of C~~e~nidoplio?.zrs and to prescnt a classificatiorl of: them, 
using sol~lc t:txonomic characters ~vhich previously have not heen applietl. 
For l>er~l~ission to exallline sl)ccinietls or I'or infor~nation cotlcerlli~lg 
specillic~ls in their (.;we we are grateful to Iloris Rl. Cocllran, Urlitecl States 
National R~luser~nl (USNRiI);L Alice G. C. Cra11cliso11, British R411seum 
(Natural History) (KRIINH); Norman Hartweg ant1 Ch;~rles F. lV;~lker, 
University of R/Iic:hig;tn Museum of Zoology (UNIR/IZ); Robert F. Ingel- 
antl Mynren R/[arx, Chicago Natural History RlIuseu~n (CNHRII); I-Iobart 
AT. Smith, University ol llli~lois kfliseull~ of Natural History (UIMNl-I); 
I-Iein~ Werliluth, Zoologisches Riluseum, Berlin (ZNIB); and Richarcl (;. 
Zweilkl, A~r~erican Museunl ol Natural I-Iistory (ARIINH). 
N o r n l ; ~ ~ ~  Hartweg, L. C. Stuart, and Richartl G. Zweifel have proviclecl 
us wit11 innulnerablc suggestions and ntuch valuable information, which 
has helped, we llope, to make this study lrlore nearly complete and our 
i~lterpretations inore sound. 
Many o l  the specilrle~ls usetl in this study were collectetl by field com- 
p;tnions of the senior author; Ann S. Duellman, Richard E. Ethericlge, Fret1 
G. Thon~pson, and Jerome R. Tulecke deserve special thanks lor their 
elforts. 
h1o1le of the field work woultl have been possible without thc coopera- 
tion of the RIfuseum ol Zoology; lor their c:ontinuous support the seniol. 
author wishes to thank Norinan Hartweg antl T. H.  Hubbell. Field work 
also has bee11 supported in part by grants from thc Arnerican Philosophical 
Society, the National Academy of Sciences, antl the Graduate School oC 
LV;tyr~e St:tte llniversity. 
Iluring the cotuse ot this study we have examined 2302 specinlens, ol 
wllicll 1236 have been stuclied in detail. live have not exalllined all avail,~l)le 
specimens, but we have attempted to stucly all specimens froni critical area,. 
The  type spec irnens ol C~zemrdopho~ 11s d ~ p p r r ,  dzlodrc t>n~  l~l l rcr l~~r ,  ;tncl 
1 'I'lre iiitlsctrtn numbers of all specitlletls ~.cfervctl to in the text and containetl in 
tlre list of 1oc;ility recortis are precctlctl by abbreviations o f  the milseutns; tlic IJniversily 
of K;uls:ts M~rsrum of Natural History is abb~.eviatetl IJKMNH. 
guttatus were not examined, but series of topotypes of each lorm were 
s tudietl. 
Throughout the text nleails ale given in parentheses after the observed 
langes; if the standald error of the mean has been calculated, this is given 
alter the mean, i.e., 91-110 (102.5 2 0.81). The  specimens examined are 
listetl chronologically alter lnuseuirl abbreviations according to alpha- 
betic '11 ariangement ol loc,ilities in their political units. Methods ol count- 
~ n g  scales and st~ipes are discussed in the following section. The  synonymy 
given in the account of each subspecies includes all of the names and combi- 
nations ol n~lnrcs applicable to that iorm; no  attempt has been made to 
makc the synonyl~lies tompletc, but important relerences since Burt's 
( 1  93 1 )  ievision arc int lutlctl. 
The  classificatiorl ol Cnelrzidoplzorus has been in such a chaotic state 
h a t  we feel a disclission of the taxonomic cllaracters usetl in this study 
will be of benefit to other workers. For additio~lal colninents on these 
characters ant1 others in Cl~ernidofillo~.zrs sacki and related species, see 
Zweilel (1959). 
SIZE 
'l'he species, and to a lesser extent the subspecies, of C~renz idoplzo~us  in
this group differ in the lllaxiinunl size attained by the adults. So far as 
known, 1li:tles always reach a greater size than l'einales. (The largest speci- 
ilrcn ol the sn~zrll series of C. dcppei  cozz~nzelus is a female.) The  ~llaxiinunl 
kilowrl snout-vent lengths lor each form are given in Table I. Size is a difi- 
cult cllarzicter to usc. Many series, particularly those collectetl in the dry 
linealissirnus d u o d e c e ~ , l l l ~ z e c ~ t [ ~ ~  
lineatissirnus lluidus 
gl~t tat l is  gutlatus 
guttatus i~nrnutabi l is  
Population Range 







Chiapas: Barra de Cahuac6n 
Guatemala: l'acific Coast 
Chiapas: Grijalva Vallcy 
Guatemala: Cuilco Valley 
Guatemala: Motagua Valley 
Northern Veracruz 
Southern Veracruz 
Veracruz: Lerdo de Tejada 
Campeche: Ciudad Carme11 
d e i ~ p e i  infej-nalis 
Entire salnplc 
Tepalcatepcc Valley 
Upper Balsas Basin 
deppei  cozu~nelus 
lineatissifnus 1zneatzcst~nus 
lineatissirnus ex01 istus 
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Tepalcatepec Valley 
I'acific slopes, Michoac,i~l 






Boca de Apiza to I,a I'latila 
Maruata and Pomaro 











VARIA.I.ION I N  TIIE NUMBER OF FEMORAL 1'0~1,s IN THE defl$ei GROUP 
I'opulation N Range Mean SD SE 







Chiapas: Barra de  Cahuacin 
Grratcmala: Pacific Coa\t 
Chiapas: Grijalva Valley 
Cualexnala: Cuilco Vallcy 
GuaLemala: Motagua Vallcy 
Norlhern Veracru~ 
Soutllcrn Veracruz 
Veracruz: Lerdo de  Tejatla 




Upper Balsas Basin 
de$pei cozzcrnelus 
l i~~ml i ss inzur  lineatl~\z~ilii\  
EnLire samplc 
Tcpalcatepec Vallcy 






Boca de  Apiza to 1.a I'lacita 
MaruaLa and Phm;tro 
Kio Nexpa to Playa Azul 
gnltnttrs guttatus 








32-45 36.2 c ) c  
33-45 39.0 
32-42 37.2 
season, contain only j uvenlles and subadults. However, w ~ t h  thc appalent 
exception of coz7lnzelzu, w7e have seen scvelal adult lllales ol each 101111. 
13ecausc so Inany specimens have either broken or legenerated tails, tlle 
length oi the tail and its relative length to the body is oi lilri~ted 
use. Although we have not used the length ol thc tail in diagnosis, In the 
dcscription 01 e'rch l o r ~ n  we have prcscnted I-rreasulements ol tail length ant1 
tail/body ratios lo1 a snlall ilulnbe~ ol lalgc males. 
Of the many lcatures of scutellatiorl only lour appear to llavc any 
taxononlic significance within this group; these are discussed in the indi- 
vidual sl~ecies accounts, and with certain other scale characters in the 
analysis 1 ~ 1 0 ~ 7 .  
DORSAL G~nivu~~s . -Lowe and Zweifel (1952) and Zweifel (1959) havc 
stressed the importance of tlle size of the dorsal granules in distinguishing 
populations of Cnenzidoplzorz~s. The  prescnt study includes the use of this 
character in the deppei group lor the first time. 
The  flanks and tlorsurn ol C17e7nido;bhorus are covered with snlall gran- 
ular scales. The  size ol these granules may be expressed by counting the 
number of granules around the middle of the body (not including the 
enlarged ventral plates). These granules are arranged in rows, which 
sometimes are irregular. Although eye strain is inevitable, with the use of 
a binocular dissecting l~licroscope accurate counts of the dorsal granules 
can be made. For this study counts were nlade on about 1200 specimens. 
Several individuals were counted repeatedly to ascertain the amount ol 
error; this was louncl to average less than 3 per cent. Specimens that have 
been coiled or poorly preserved so that the skin is lolded on the flanks are 
especially difficult to count. Collec~ors should keep in mind that specirncns 
of C~zenzidophorus that are preserved with the body straight and filled with 
preservative will be nluch easier to identify. 
In  the deppei group there is great variation in the size (therefore, the 
~iumber) of the dorsal granules (Table 11). Generally the large species have 
snlallei- granules than the slrlall species; thus, the large guttatus has as Illany 
as 208 dorsal granules at midbody, whereas the much smaller northern race 
of deppei has no more than 120 ant1 may have as few as 88. Throughout 
inost of the range of the group syilipatric species show no overlap in the 
number of dorsal granules. For example, in southern Veracruz gz~t tn tz~s  
has 184 to 208 granules at  midbody, and deppei has 91 to 121. Although 
two forms often have an overlap in the number of dorsal granules, only 
in the Tepalcatepec Valley in MichoacAn does this occur in sympatric 
l>op~~lations of two species. I-Iowever, here tllcre is a significant difference 
in the average number of granules; deppei  has 91 to 120 (101.4 + 0.58), 
and l inea~issimus has 108 to 140 (122.4 + 1.04). 
Unlike Cnenzidophorus sacki in western MCxico, which has a total range 
ol' only 91 to 120 dorsal granules and a range of means of the samples from 
101.5 to 109.5 (Zweifel, 1959: 107), the species in the deppei  group show 
considerably more geographic variation in this character (Table 11). There- 
lore, certain populations have been united under one specific name with 
some degree of hesitancy; for example, of the four races of lineatissimus, 
those from Colima and the Tepalcatepec Valley resemble one another 
more closely than either does the population on the coast of A4ichoacAn 
;~ntl that in Jalisco, and Nayarit. The  geographic variation in dorsal gran- 
ules and other characters of scutellation are discussed in detail in the 
accounts of the species. 
FFMORAL PORES.-The femoral pores vary geographically within each 
species, and there are average differences between the species (Table 111). 
The  range of variation in femoral pores is from 28 to 52. These counts are 
the combined number of both femora; there may be a difference of as 
many as three pores on the right and left femora. In  many groups of lizards 
the number of femoral pores differ in the sexes; however, despite the 
statement of Duellman (1954: l l ) ,  who indicated marked sexual dimor- 
phism in a small sample of deppei  in Michoadn, we have found the 
number of femoral pores in males and females to be essentially the same 
at  any one locality. 
PREANAL SCALES.-The number of scales in a row between the ventral 
plates at  the apex of the lemora and the granules immediately preceding 
the anal opening is of taxonomic significance. T h e  importance of this char- 
acter in distinguishing Cnemidophorus deppei  from guttatus at  Tehuan- 
tepec, Oaxaca, was first pointed out by I-Iartweg and Oliver (1937, see Fig. 
I). Although the character does not hold up throughout the entire range 
ol' the group as it does at Tehuantepec, it does provide a means which in 
combination with other characters is useful in identifying specimens. T h e  
total range of variation in the group is from 4 to 11 scales. In  those with 
four, there is a pair ol- enlarged scales (counted as one) just anterior to 
the granules surrounding the anus; anterior to this pair are two single 
enlarged scales, and anterior to these is a small scale in the apex of the 
lemora. In  those l i~ards  with a higher number of preanal scales there may 
be one, and occasionally two, more enlarged scales; the remainder are 
smaller, and often imbricate, and lie between the large preanals and the 
apex of the femora. 
SUPRAORUITAI~ SFMICIRCLE SERIES.-T~~S series consists of granules along 
the median edge of the enlarged supraoculars. In some populations of 
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Cnenzidophorus the series are completely developed; that is, they extent1 
the length of the median edge of the supraoculars and meet the row of 
granules between the superciliaries and the supraoculars, so as to surround 
the latter. Such is the case with Cnemidophorus cal id ipe~ in the saclti 
group (Duellman, 1955). The development of this series in the deppei 
group varies greatly. Usually the series extend no farther anteriorly than 
the posterior edge of the frontal. Three populations are striking exceptions; 
most guttatus in southern Veracruz, duodecemlineatus in Nayarit, and 
deppei from Las Lisas, Guatemala, have the series extending to the anterior 
edge of the second supraocular. 
OTHER HEAD SCALES.-Several other aspects of scutellation were investi- 
gated; these include contact of the upper preocular with the upper labials 
causing a separation of the lower or posterior preocular from the loreal, 
contact of the postnasal with the third upper labial, number of rows of 
granules between the superciliaries and supraoculars, development of the 
row of granules between the lower labials and the sublabials, and relative 
proportions of length and width of the prefrontals and frontals. The 
limited investigation of these characters showed that they were highly 
variable within each population examined; consequently, they are con- 
sidered to have no taxonomic value in the deppei group. One form, C. 
deppei cozumelus, has one to four accessory scutes between the parietals 
and interparietals; all but one specimen of this race has these scales, which 
are not present in other populations. 
COLORATION 
The use of color and pattern in the deppei group is of immense 
importance, particularly in the delimitation of the subspecies. In order to 
describe completely the cdor pattern in any one form, an oniogenetic 
series is mandatory, for there are often drastic changes in pattern from 
young to old individuals. Many large series of specimens, particularly those 
collected in the dry season, do not contain adults. Certain color characters, 
such as the color of the middorsal stripe, throat, and lateral fields often 
change in preservative, so that strikingly different individuals in life may 
have much the same color in preservative. Consequently, whenever possible 
we have supplemented the descriptions of preserved specimens with field 
notes on living individuals. 
DORSAL p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - J u v e n i l e  members of the deppei group are black 
with a variable number of longitudinal light stripes (guttatus guttntus is 
an exception). From this basic pattern there may be a fusion of stripes, 
loss of stripes, addition of stripes, or replacement of stripes by spots. In 
order to describe 
manilestations, a 
necessary (Fig. 1). 
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accurately the dorsal color pattern and its ontogene 
terminology for the stripes and intervening fields 
FIG. 1. 'Teminology oL dolsal colo~ pattci-11 in C t ~ e ~ n i d o p l ~ o i z ~ s ,  deppei  group. Stripes: 
1, lateral; 2, lower dorsolateral: 3, upper dorsolateral; 4, paravertebral; 5, vertebral. 
Dark fields: A, flank; R ,  lateral; C, lower dorsolateral; D, upper dors~lateral; E, para- 
vci tebral. 
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1. Lateral: a pair of stripes beginning immediately behind the eye, passing 
through the upper edge of the ear opening, just above the insertion 
of the front limb, and continuing onto the anterodorsal surface of the 
thigh. 
2. Lower Dorsolateral: a pair of stripes originating on the superciliaries 
above the eye and continuing onto the dorsolateral surface of the tail. 
3. Upper Dorsolateral: A pair of stripes arising on the level of the lateral 
edges of the parietal scales and extending onto the dorsal surface of 
the tail; absent in gut  ta tus. 
4. Paravertebral: a pair of stripes arising on the level of the median edges 
of the parietal scales and usually meeting on the rump to continue as 
a single stripe onto the tail. 
5. Vertebral: a single stripe or pair of stripes lying between the para- 
vertebral stripes, usually not reaching the head, and terminating on 
the rump. If the vertebral is paired, the stripes meet anteriorly and 
posteriorly. In some forms the vertebral is absent; frequently in 
adults it is fused with the paravertebrals. 
In  adults of many forms the vertebrals and paravertebrals fuse to lorn1 
one broad middorsal stripe; in order not to confuse this with the original 
vertebral stripe present in the juvenile, we call the stripe formed by the 
fusion of the vertebrals and paravertebrals the middorsal stripe. Occasion- 
ally in duodecemlineatz~s and guttatus an indistinct stripe or row of spots 
is present between the vertebral stripes; we have not given this a name. 
The  terminology for the dark fields follows that of the stripes. T h e  fields 
are, in order, ventral to dorsal: flank, lateral, lower dorsolateral, upper 
dorsolateral, paravertebral, and vertebral (Fig. 1). In forms in which there 
is a single vertebral stripe, or in which the vertebral stripe is absent, there 
is, of course, no vertebral dark field. Likewise, in gz~ttatzls, which has no 
upper dorsolateral stripe, there is only one dorsolateral field on each side. 
Except on the flanks, spots do not form in the dark fields. Spots do form 
in the stripes, and in some forms these expand to form light bars connecting 
adjacent stripes. 
Both interspecific and intraspecific variation exists in the relative 
width of the dark fields. This variation may be expressed in the number of 
granules in a particular field at midbody (Table V). 
VENTRAL COLORATION.-T~~ ventral coloration in the adult males of 
the three species is decidedly different. In  deppei  (subspecies cozumelus is 
an exception), the throat, belly, and ventral surfaces of the hind limbs are 
black. Hoth lineatissirnus and guttatus have blue bellies; the former has a 
pinkish blue chin, and the latter has an orange or buff chin. These colors 
lade rapidly in preservative, so they have limited use in preserved specimens. 
ONTOGI<NS~IC CHANGE IN COLOR PATTERN.-AS stated previously, all 
ol the lor~ns in the deppi group undergo some metamorphosis of color 
pattern from juvenile to adult. Usually this involves a fusion of the verte- 
bral ,md paravertebral stripcs and/oi a fragmentation of some or all of 
the stripes into spots; in some it involves the formation of vertical bars on 
the flanks. This concurrent change of several aspects of the color pattern 
is difficult to describe. The  briel descriptions of ontogenetic change in color 
pattern accompanying the accounts of the subspecies should be used in 
conjunction with the diagrams of color pattern metamorphosis (Figs. II- 
IG). These illustrations are diagrams of three stages of ontogenetic change- 
juvenile, subadult, and adult male. 
SEXUAL DIMORI'HISM 
We havc had for study adequate samples of males and females of 
each form. No significant sexual dimorphism was found in characters 
of scutcllation; for example, see analysis of sexual differences in C. 
depppi from the Tepalcatepec Valley in Michoacin (Table IV). Males 
attain a greater size than females (Table I). Apparently correlated with 
their larger size is their more advanced metamorphosis 01 color pattern. 
This is particularly true in lineatissirnus and deppei deppei. In these forms 
the largest lemales have color patterns like subadult males. Females have 
immaculate creamy white ventral surfaces, whereas males have either black 
ventral surlaces (deppei), or blue bellies and either pink (lineatis.\inzus) or 
orange or buff throats (gzdttatus). The  ventral coloration and the nature 
of the femoral pores (males have noticeably larger femoral pores than 
lemalcs) are accurate ineans of determining the sex of specimens. 
TABLE 1V 
SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN SCUTELLATION I  C~zemidoplzorus deppei  FROM 
APATZINCAN, MICEIOACAN 
Dorsal granules 92-100 97.4 t 0.62 92-107 98.1 C 0.52 
Character 
Feinoral pores 33-39 3G.1 t- 0.38 32-39 34.9 2 0.28 
I'reanal scales 5-8 6.6 5-8 6.4 
29 Males 
Range Mean C SE 
34 Females 
Range Mean f SE 
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SYSTEIbIATICS OF THE DEPPEI GROUP 
DEFINITION 
T h e  deppei  group oi the genus Cnernidophorus is composed of three 
species (deppei ,  guttatus, and lineatissimus) with a combined range extend- 
ing froin Veracruz and Nayarit, MCxico, to Costa Rica. The  species in this 
group are alike in, but differ from other species in the genus by, the follow- 
ing combination of characters: eight longitudinal rows of enlarged ventral 
scales, enlarged mesoptychials, two frontoparietals, three parietals, three 
supraoculars, granular postantebrachials, no  anal spurs, and stripes at 
least on sides of the young. 
HISTORICAL REVIEW 
C. E. Burt (1931) sumniari~ed the existing literature on this group. 
H e  recognized three forms -deppei deppei ,  deppei  cozurnelus, and guttatus.  
Hartweg and Oliver (1937) provided a workable diagnosis for guttalus 
and deppei .  They revived Cope's (1877) name lineatissirnus for the popu- 
lation of deppei  in Colima and Cope's (1877) name irnnzutabzlls for the 
Pacific Coast population of guttatus. Smith (1939) described C. deppei  
oligoporus from southern Veracruz. Lewis (1956) described C.  guttatus 
duodecemlineatus from Nayarit, which Zweifel (1959) placed as a sub- 
species oi deppei .  Thus, at  the present time two species with a total of 
seven laces are recognized in the deppei  group. Our study shows the 
existence of three species with a total of ten races, four of which are 
described in this paper. 
KEYS T O  T H E  SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES 
OF T H E  DEPPEI GROUP 
The  great differences in color pattern at  various stages of life make the 
construction of a key for the identification of these lizards especially 
difficult. This situation has been partially remedied by the presentation 01 
two keys-one to adults and the other to juveniles. Because of the difficulty 
in identifying subadult individuals, it inight be suggested that collectors 
either disregard these in the field or collect them alive and raise them to 
maturity b;fore attempting to identify them by the use of the following 
keys. Knowledge of the provenance of the specimen is of importance in 
identifying certain juveniles, and to a lesser ex tent, some adults; therefore, 
brief statements of range have been included in the keys. The  key to the 
juveniles is designed to identify hatchlings and small juvepiles. Specimens 
with any spots in the stripes or snout-vent lengths of inore than about 
45 mm. cannot be identified in that key. 'l'he key to adults is for the 
identification of adult males. In  some instances females can be identified 
correctly, but because they often have an incomplete metamorphosis of 
color pattern, and thus resemble immature males, many adult [emales do 
not possess the diagnostic characters used in the key. 
KEY TO THE IDENTIFICATION O F  JUVENILES 
1. Uorsunl brown; om111y a lateral light stripe present; more than 180 dorsal granules 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (Veracruz) guttatus guttutus 
l ) o ~ s u ~ n  black; scvc~l to eleven longitudinal light stripcs; dorsal granules variable 2 
2. 1)orsal stripes narrow aud wavy; more than 20 granules between paravertcbral 
. . . . . . . . . . .  stripes; 100 to 120 dorsal granules (Yucatin Peninsula) deppei cozumelus 
Dorsal stripes not wavy; usually less than 20 granules between paravertcbral stripes; 
dorsal granules variable' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
3. Sevcn stripes (8 if vericbral is bifurcate); no  upper dorsolateral stripe; more that1 
140 dorsal granules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  4 
Eight or  more stripes; if 8, vcrtebrals absent; upper doi-solateral stripe present; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  dorsal granules variable 5 
4. Sevcn stripcs, of which vertebral is often bifurcate; 153 to 198 (177) dorsal gran- 
ules (Pacific Coast of Guerrei-o and Oaxaca) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . g t~ t ta tus  immutabil is  
Seven stripes, of which vertebral is sometimes bifurcatc; 142 to 184 (159) dorsal 
. . . . . .  granules (Pacific Coast and Cintalapa Valley, Chiapas) .gut tatus  flavilineati~s 
5. Eight or nine stripcs (sometimes vertebral, if prcscnt, is bifurcatc to for111 ten stripes 
a t  midbody); 120 dorsal granules or less aud fewer than 16 granules between the 
cnlarged ventrals and lower edgc of lateral stripe (except in Cliiapas and Guate- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  inala) 9 
Usually ten (sometimes 9 or 11) stripcs; more than 108 doi-sal granulcs; more than 
15 granules between vcntrals aud lower edgc of lateral stripe (Michoacrin to 
Nayarit) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G 
6. 'Ten or 11 stripes; 125 to 164 dorsal granulcs (coast of Michoa~in, Jalisco, and 
Nayarit) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
Nine or 10 stripcs; 110 to 140 dorsal, granulcs (Colima and Tepalcatepec Valley 
in  Michoacin) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
7. 'Ten stripes; 126 to 164 (148) dorsal granules; 32 to 48 (38) femoral pores; bupra- 
orbital semicircle series not complete (coast of Michoadn) lineatissirnus lividus 
'Ten or 11 stripes (sometimes extra stripe between vertebrals); 125 to 142 (133) 
tlorsal granules; 28 to 37 (33) femoral pores; supraorbital semicircle series usually 
complete (Jalisco and Nayarit) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lineatissinsus duodecenzlineulus 
Usually 10 stripes; 29 to 39 (33) Cc~iloral pores (Coliina). . liileatissirr~l~.r lineatissir1~1cs 
Usually 9 stripes; 32 to 47 (39) femoral pores (Tepalcatepec Valley in Michoacdn) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  linen tissir7~us exol-istus 
llsually 8 stripes, of which the latcral is noticeably wider than others; 88 to 120 
. . . . .  (99) dorsal granules (Balsas-Tepalcatepec Basin) deppei inferizalis 
Usually 9 (soinetimes 8 or 10) stripes, of which the lateral is not much wider than 
others; 90 to 142 (111) dorsal granules (Guerrcro and Veracruz Lo Costa Rica) 
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  del~pei def~f>ei 
KEY TO THE IDENTIFICATION OF ADULTS 
One pair of dorsolateral stripes (or rows of distinct or faint spots); Inore than 
IzkO dorsal grariulcs; s~iout-vent leng-th to more tllau 100 inm. . . . .  . .  2 
Two pairs of dorsolateral stripes; less than 16.5 dorsal granules; s~iout-velit lcrigtll 
usually less than 100 mm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
Vertebral stripe usually singlc, broad, aiitl ycllow; other stripes persisteat; lateral 
and paravertebral ficlds darker than dorsolatcral field and flank; 142 to 184 (159) 
clorsal granules (I'aciGc Coast anti Cintalapa Valley, Chiapas) gultulus flavilineatus 
Vcrtebral slripe usually pairctl; some 01- all of stripes replaced 11). rows of spols; only 
lateral field darker than others . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  3 
All stripcs (lateral soinctin~es is cxccption) represented by spots; 184 to 208 (199) 
dorsal graiiules; supratnrbital semicircle series usually complete (Vcracruz) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  gl~ttlrllis glltl(1llIS 
Spots formecl in all str-ipes, but most stripes not frag-meilted illto ro\vs of spots; 
153 to 198 (177) tiorsal granules; supraorbital scmicirclc series seldo~n complete 
(Pacific Coast of Guerrero and Oaxaca) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g~~l l ( r lus  i~nmutnbilis 
Spots present in lateral stripe, or latcral stripe fragmented into spots; vertical bars 
present or not on flaillis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G 
. . . .  Spots not present in latelal stripe; no vertical bars on flanks 5 
Slripcs ilarrow and wavy; lateral stripe not inuch wider tlian others; paravertebrals 
sometimes iiltlistinct or absent, not fused to form middorsal greenish stripe (Yucatan 
Peninsula) . . . . .  . . . . .  deppei cozunzelus 
Stripes not wavy; lateral stripe distinctly wider than dorsolaterals; paravertebrals 
fused with vcrtcbral to form i~liddorsal greenish stripe (Balsas-'1-epalcatcpcc Basin) 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  deppei infenloli.~ 
Lateral stripe usually fragmented into row of spots; no distinct vertical bars on 
flanks; less than 120 dorsal granules (except in Chiapas and Guatemala); para- 
vertebrals distinct or fused with vertebrals (Guerrei-o and Veracruz to Costa 
Rica) . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . deppei dekpei 
I.aIcra1 stripc frag~iicutcd or not; distinct vertical bars on flanks, someiimes rcach- 
ing lowcr dorsolatcral stripe; a yellow middorsal stripe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
7. I'aravertebral stiipcs fusctl to form middorsal stripe; lateral stripe usually not 
fragmented; 108 to 140 (122) clo~sal granules (Tepalcatepcc Valley in Michoacin) 
linentissimus exoristus 
1'. .~lavertel~ral .. stripes separate from middorsal stripe or absent; lateral stripe frag- 
inenlet1 or not . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
8. Flanks and lateral field dark brown or black; upper dorsolateral and paravertebral 
slripcs sometimes intiistinct; 125 to 164 (140) dorsal granules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 
Flanks ant1 lateral field not tlistinc[ly tlarlter Illan other fields; 110 to 133 (120) 
dorsal granules (Colima) . . . . . .  linentissimzis lineatissinz~is 
9. Dorsolateral and paravc~~tebral stripes narrow, b u ~  distinct; vertebral stripes fused 
and bordered by black or dark bro~vn; 126 to 164 (148) dorsal granules; 32 to 48 
(38) fcmoral pores; supraorl~ital scmicirclc series not complete (coast of Michoacin) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l ineatissi in~~s lividus 
Dorsolateral and paravcrtcbral stripes indistinct or absent; middorsal stripe some- 
linics faint, not borderctl by black; 125 to 142 (133) dorsal granules; 28 to 38 (33) 
fcmoral pores; supraorl~ital sen~icirclc series usually complete (Jalisco and Nayarit) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  linen/ issim 11,s d~~odeceinl inenlus 
:IC<:OUNTS OF THE SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES 
In this section cach species is first treated as a unit in regard to its 
distribution, diagnostic characters, and geographic variation. The  sub- 
species are treated individually. Each account follows the same pattern; 
this has been so organbed to permit easy comparison of diagnoses, descrip- 
tions of ontogenetic change in color pattern, and other characters. I t  may 
seem that we have belabored the comparisons of each race with o t h e ~  
forms. Granted, there is much repetition; however, the identification ol 
Cnenzidophorus is difficult. Only by detailed conlparisons with all foilns 
with which it might be confused may a specimen or reries be identified 
i ~ c ~ n r a  tely. 
Cnrn, zdopl~o)  11s deppel  Wiegmann 
C~~enz idophor~us  deppii Wicgmann, 1834, Hcrpetologia Mcxicana, pp. 27, 28. 
~ r s ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ o ~ . - L i z a r d s  belonging to this species range from northern 
Veracruz and Michoach southward to Costa Rica, including Isla de 
Cozumel and Isla Mujeres off the Yucatin Peninsula; they inhabit coastal 
lowlands and foothills, and the interior valley of the Rio Balsas, Rio 
Tcpalcatepec, ancl Rio Crijalva in MCxico and the Rio Cuilco and Rio 
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Motagua in Guatemala, where they live in open sunny areas to elevations 
of about 1500 meters (Fig. 2). 
DIAGNOSI~,-This is the smallest species in the deppei group (largest 
male with a snout-vent length of 93 mm.) with the lowest number of dorsal 
granules at midhody (88 to 140). There are 29 to 44 femoral pores and 
4 to 9 preanal scales. The  supraorbital semicircle series seldom extend 
anteriorly beyond the posterior edge of the frontal. The  dorsal color 
pattern of juveniles consists of eight or nine longitudinal light stripes on 
a black ground color. In adults of most populations the paravertebral 
stripes, and in some the dorsolateral stripes also, fuse to form a broad 
middorsal light area; the stripes, except the lateral ones, usually are green 
or greenish yellow. Adult males (except cozumelus) have black throats and 
bellies. 
GEOGRAPHIC v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ . - C e r t a i n  geog aphic trends in scutellation are 
discernible in this species. There is an increase in the number of dorsal 
granules at  midbody along the Pacific lowlands from Michoacin to Soco- 
nusco, Chiapas; there is a similar trend in the number of femoral pores 
southward to Tonolh, Chiapas, and another in the number of preanal scales 
(excepting the Balsas Basin) southward to Barra de Cahuacin, Chiapas 
(Figs. 3 and 4, Table V). Southeastward into Guatemala these trends are 
reversed. With the exception of the number of dorsal granules in the 
sample From the Grijalva Valley in Chiapas, the populations in the interior 
valleys of Chiapas and Guatemala are alike in scutellation. In  eastern 
Mkxico there is a sharp break in the number of dorsal granules between 
the populations in southern Veracruz and that at Ciudad Carmen in 
Campeche. They are similar in numbers of femoral pores and preanal 
scales and in coloration. Furthermore, these populations have fewer femoral 
pores than do those from other parts of the range. A series from Lerdo de 
Tejada, Veracruz, however, is a striking exception in all characters; in 
comparison with other samples from southern Veracruz, this series has a 
higher number of dorsal granules and ten stripes instead of eight. Also, it 
has a higher number of preanal scales than any other sample of the species. 
In  coloration there are two distinct populations. One of these on Isla de 
Cozumel off the northeastern coast of the Peninsula de YucatAn (with 
disjunct populations on Isla Mujeres and in El Petkn, Guatemala) has a 
broad brown middorsal band and narrow wavy light stripes. The  other in 
the Balsas-Tepalcatepec Basin in western MCxico has a broad persistent 
lateral light stripe bordered above by deep reddish brown and below by 
red. In the other populations the lateral stripe fragments into spots in 
adults. The  degree of fusion of the paravertebral stripes and upper dorso- 
lateral stripes varies greatly in these populations. 
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-1 251- BALSAS BASIN 
I 86- GUERRERO COAST 
-52- OAXACA: TEHUhNTEPEC 
CHIAPAS: TONOLA- 25 & 
CHIAPAS:B.DE CAHUACAN -19 1 
-211- GUATEMALA PACIFIC COAST 
-22- CHIAPAS' GRIJALVP. VALLEY 
227- GUATEMALA: CUILCO V A L L E Y  
3 0 -  GUATEMALA' MOTAGUA VALLEY 
14-NORTHERN VERACRUZ 
1-1 31 - SOUTHERN VERACRUZ 
h 30-QUINTANA ROO IS1.A DE COZlJMEL 
FIG. 3. Geographic variation in the number of dorsal granules in Cnetnidoplzor~~s 
deppei. Vertical line, mean; Iiorizontal linc, observed range; solid box, two standard 
errors of the mean on either side of the mean; open box, one standard dcviatio~l 011 
either side of the mean; number, sample s i x .  
3 0  4 0 
I I I 
BALSAS BASIN -252 1 --1 
GUERRERO COAST - 8 6  t 
- 
OAXACA TEHUANTEPEC -51  
- 
CHIAPAS TONOLA -25  1 
CHIAPAS PIJIJIAPAN -14  
-- I 
CHIAPAS SOCONUSCO -62 1 
.- 
CHIAPAS :B.DE CAHUACAN-18 
GUATEMALA: PACIFIC COAST - 24 
CHIAPAS: GRIJALVA VALLEY -21  
GUATEMALA: CUlLCO VALLEY -27 
GUATEMALA: MOTAGUA VALLEY - 3 0  
J - ~ I  ,5-NORTHERN VLRACRUZ 
rh 31-SOUTHERN VERACRUZ 
VERACRUZ: 
LERDO DE TEJADA- I9  
I0 - CAMPECHE: CIUDAD CARMEN 
QUINTANA ROO: 
ISLA D E  C O Z U M E L - 2 9  
I'I(;. , I .  (:cogl.;rl>llic vai-iatioll i l l  the nulnl~el-  of femoral po1.c.; in  C??e~17idoJ)l~or1rr 
(lebbci. See Figure 3 for explanation. 
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The  acquisition of additional inaterial fro111 critical areas inay show 
that some of the populations actually represent recognimble races, i.e., the 
populatio~l on the Pacific Coast of Chiapas, or distinct species, i.e., the series 
from Lerdo de Tejada, Veracruz. On the basis of certain distinguishing 
characteristics described above only three races are recognized here. 
Cnenaidophorus depp i i  Wicgmanll, 1834, Hcrpetologia Mexicalla, pp. 27, 28. 
C n e n ~ i d o p h o r u s  decenzlineatus Hallowell, 1860, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. I'hiladelphia, 1). 482 
(USNM 6058; type locality "Nicalagua"; collccted by C. Wright). 
Cnenz ido f~horus  lativittis Cope, 1877, Proc. Amer. I'hilos. Soc., 17: 94 (USNM 30227; 
type locality "Tuchitan, Tchuatltepec" [Juchit;in], Oasaca, Mtxico; collected by Francis 
Sumichras~). 
Cnernidof i l~orus deppei  deppei ,  Cope, 1892, Trans. Amer. I'hilos. Soc., 17: 31. 
Cnemidop1iot.u~ cleppei dece?nlineall~s, Cope, 1892, Ib id .  
Cnemidokhorus  al/aronis Cope, 1894, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 199 (AMNH 
16315; type locality San Mateo, Costa Rica; collccted by A. Alfal-o). 
Cnemidophorus defifiii  dekp i i ,  Burt, 1931, IJ. S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 154: 56-G3 (part). Hart-  
weg and Oliver, 1957, Occ. I'apers MIIS. Zool. 1Jniv. Michigan, 359: 1-3. Srnith and 
Taylor, 1950, U. S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 199: 178-79. 
Cnenzi t lopl~orzr~ drp f )c i  01igol)orlts Smith, 1939, Fielcl Mus. Nat. HisL., Zool. Scl., 24 (4): 
26-7 (CNHM 29145; iypc locality Perez, Veracruz, MCxico; collected bv Julius Fricsser). 
Smith and Taylor, 1'350, 11. S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 199: 179. 
HOLOTYPE.-Zoologisches Museum, Berlin, No. 882, collected by F. 
Deppe from "Mexico." The  type locality was restricted to Tehuantepec, 
Oaxaca, Mkxico, by Smith and Taylor, 1950: 179. 
DIAGNOSIS.-A race of deppei characterized by straight stripes, spots in 
lateral stripes in adults, no accessory scutes between parietals and fronto- 
parietals, and a highly variable number of dorsal granules at midbody (90 
to 142, average 110). 
DESCRIPTION.-T~~ following description is based on a series of 52 
specimens from the vicinity of Tehuantepec, Oaxaca. The  largest male has 
a snout-vent length of 93 mm.; the largest female, 87 nun. Eleven males 
with snout-vent lengths of inore than 80 mm. have tail lengths of 178 to 
198 mm. and tail/body ratios of 2.28 to 2.36 (2.33). The  smallest juvenile 
exainined has a snout-vent length of 39 inin. 
Scutellation: The  number of dorsal grailules at midbody varies froill 
91 to 110 (102.5 1 0.81); the number of femoral pores varies from 32 to 
44 (37.1 +. 0.35). There are one or two small scales in the apex of the 
lernora preceding the enlarged preanal scales; the total number of preanal 
scales varies from 4 to G (5.1). In one specimen the supraorbital semicircle 
series extend anteriorly bcyond the posterior edge of the frontal; in all 
others they extend no farther than the posterior edge of the frontal. 
Coloration: Juveniles are black with nine distinct straight creamy white 
longitudinal stripes, a dark olive gray head, and a blue tail. The  limbs are 
dark brown with irregular cream spots. I11 subadults the dark fields are 
dark brown; olten the lateral field is reddish brown. The  stripes are pale 
yellow or greenish yellow. In large adults the flanks usually are gray and 
the middorsum, greenish brown. The  spots in the lateral stripe are bluish 
white. The  posterior two thirds of the tail is bluish gray. Adult males have 
dark bluish gray or black throats and black bcllies. 
In life the dorsal dark fields are dark brown; the lateral field is reddish 
chocolate brown. The  stripes are pale green, and the tail is pale bluish gray. 
ON.~OGENFTIC C IANGE IN COLOR PATTERN. -T~~  nletamorphosis of color 
pattern in this foil11 involves a rcplacelrlent of the lateral stripes by spots, 
usually a splitting of ihc vertebral stripe, a suffusion of the vertebrals, 
paravertebrals, and upper dorsolatcral stripes into a broad greenish mid- 
tlorsal light area, and sometimes the loss of the lower dorsolateral stripe 
anteriorly (Fig 1 I). 'l'lle vertebral stripe in juveniles usually divides into a 
pair oi narrow vertebral stripes. In older individuals the stripes become 
indistinct as the vertebral and paravcrtebral dark fields turn light green. 
The  result of this lightening ol the dark fields is a fusion ol the vertebral 
and paravertebral stripes into a broad middorsal light band. In large indi- 
viduals the upper dorsolatcral dark fields turn green, resulting in a fusion 
of the upper dorsolateral stripes with the light band. In some large indi- 
vitluals the lower dorsolateral stripe becomes indistinct anteriorly. Spots 
form in the cream lateral stripe, which later changes to bluish white and 
fragincnts into a row of spots. 
SEXUAL D I M O R I ' I I I S ~ I . - ~ ~ ~ ~ S  have dark bluish gray or black throats and 
black bellies and undersurfaces of the limbs. In females the undersurfaces 
are creamy white. In  females the lateral stripes apparently do not break 
down into spots, nor do the upper clorsolateral stripes become fused with 
the middorsal light band. 
GEOGRAPHIC Vn~lflloN.-More than 400 specinlens grouped into four- 
teen geographic series have been studied in an attempt to analyze variation 
in this form. Most of the characters of scutellation vary independently fro111 
one another and from color differences. Consequently, each of the several 
characters studied is treated separately. 
Dorsal granules (Fig. 5 ) :  Thc lowest nrumber of dorsal granules is 
lountl in populations along the P;~cific Coast oP RilCxico Prom Guerrero to 
Oaxaca; the number varies from 90 to 114 (99.4 + 0.54) in Guerrero and 
from 91 to 110 (102.5 + 0.81) in Oaxaca. Southeastward along the Pacific 
Coast lrolll Tehuaritepec there is an increase in the number ol dorsal gran- 
ules at  midbody-117.4 + 1.12 at  Tonoli, 119.5 + 1.33 at Pijijiapan, and 
129.5 + 0.88 at  Soconusco, and thence a decrease to 115.7 t 1.25 a t  Barra 
de CahuacAn near Tapachula and 113.1 + 0.93 on the Pacific lowlands ol 
Guatemala. In the interior valleys of Chiapas and Guatelllala are specimens 
from the Grijalva Valley in Chiapas with 113.6 + 0.95, from the Cuilco 
Valley (a tributary of the Rio Grijalva in Guatemala) with 105.7 t 0.83, 
ancl from the Wlotagua Valley in Guatemala with 107.8 + 0.78. Specinlens 
frorn the north sitle of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec in southern Veracruz 
are similar to those lroln Tehuantepec in having 101.6 t 1.27 dorsal gran- 
ules. A series lrom Lerdo tle Tejada, southeast of Alvardo, is an exception; 
in this series the nulnber ol dorsal granules varies froin 109 to 124 (114.7 
t 1.08). A series from Ciudad Carmen, Campeche, has 114.7 f 0.77. Al- 
tllougl~ similar to the series from Lerdo de Tejada in the number of dorsal 
granules, the specilllens I'rom Ciudad Carinen resemble the other series 
from southern Veracruz in coloratioll and numbers of lemoral pores and 
preanal scales. One specimen l r o ~ ~ i  C udad Carmen is like the others in 
coloration, but has 159 dorsal granules and 44 femoral pores; this appar- 
ently aberrant individual has not been included in this analysis. 
Feilloral Pores (Fig-. 4): Asitle from the pol~ulations on the Atlailtic 
side of the Isthmus of Tehuantepcc, there is little variation in the 1iuinbe1- 
of femoral pores. All saniples froin the Pacific Coast and the interior valleys 
of Clliapas and Guatemala have averages between 35.9 and 38.6. There 
is, ho.cvever, a slight trend fro111 lower to higher nuliibers of lelnoral pores 
lrom Guerrero to Tonoli  and Soconusco, Chiapas; a sample lrolll Guerrero 
has 32 to 42 (35.9 t 0.23), as compared with 35 to 42 (38.6 + 0.49) at  
Tonola and 32 to 42 (37.9 + 0.33) at  Soconusco. Specirneils from the 
Atlantic sitle of the Isthilius of Tehuantepec have slightly fewer femoral 
pores; the average number for various populations varies from 33.1 to 34.0. 
Preanal Scales ('Table V): With the exception of the sanlples fro111 
Soconusco, Clliapas, and Lerdo de Tejada, Veracruz, which have two speci- 
mens with eight and one with nine, and lour with eight and one with nine, 
respectively, no salnples contain specinlens with more than seven preanal 
scales. There is a trend for an increase in preanal scales fro111 Guerrero 
(average 4.8) to Soconusco, Chiapas (average 6.2), and then a decrease 
to the Pacific Coast of Guatemala (average 5.2). With the exception of 
the series from Lerdo de Tejada, Veracruz, which has an average of 7.3, all 
of the samples lrom the Atlantic side of the Isthmus oi Tehuantepec and 
l r o ~ n  the intclior valleys of Chiapas ancl Guatemala have averages from 
5.0 to 5.4. 
GHOCRAPIIIC VARIATION IN FOUR CIIARACTFRS IN Cnemidop l zoru~  dep$ei deppei  
(Observed ranges in parentheses) 
Granules 
Granules Granulcs 
Preanal Between Pop~~ la t ion  Below in  Lateral 






Chiapas: Barra de Cahuaciin 
Guatemala: Pacific Coast 
Chiapas: Grijalva Vallcy 
Guatcmala: Cuilco Valley 
Guatctnala: Motagua Vallcy 
Northern Veracru~ 
Southern Veracruz 
Veracruz: Lertlo tlc Tcjada 
Campeche: Ciudad Carinen 
Supraorbital Semicircle Series: In most specimens the supraorbital semi- 
circle series do not extend antcriorly beyond the posterior edge of the 
frontal; in a few the series tcrminate between thc posterior edge of the 
lrontal and the posterior edge of the second supraocular. T h e  series are 
complete in 4 per cent of the specimens from Tonoli, Chiapas, 4 per cent 
from the Grijalva Valley, 7 per cent from the RiIotagua Valley, and 3 per 
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cent from Soconusco, Chiapas. Of 14 specimens from Las Lisas, Santa 
Rosa, Guatemala, 10 (71 per cent) have the series complete. In  the other 
samples no specimens have complete semicircle series. 
Coloration: Among the series studied the color pattern is highly vari- 
able; only one character, the formation of spots in the lateral stripes in 
adult males, is constant. An analysis of the variation in the relative widths 
of the dark fields is given in Table IV. Certain characters of coloration 
appear to be constant in different populations. For example, in specimens 
from the Pacific Coast of Chiapas and Guatemala the paravertebral stripes 
seldom, and the upper dorsolateral stripes never, fuse into a broad mid- 
dorsal band. In some juveniles the vertebral stripe is absent. Specimens 
from Soconusco, Chiapas, together with some from Pijijiapan and Barra 
de CahuacQn, have particularly wide and distinct stripes. In two specimens 
from Ton015 and one from Pijijiapan the paravertebral stripes are fused 
to form a relatively narrow middorsal stripe. In some specimens froin 
Guerrero the paravertebral stripes are broad and close together. Specimens 
from Ciildad Carmen, Campeche, and many specimens from Veracruz have 
the paraver~ebral stripes separated by a rather broad light brown area 
without a trace ol a vertebral stripe. 
The  series from Lerdo de Tejada, Veracrul, is unique in possessing ten 
distinct longitudinal stripes. These are present in juveniles and adult 
males; in the latter, spots are present in the lateral stripes (Fig. 12), but 
the stripes are not Gagmented into spots as is characteristic of other deppe i .  
These color pattern differences together with the greater number of dorsal 
granules (114.7 +- 1.08, as compared with 101.6 2 1.27) and the greatel 
number of preanal scales (7.3, as compared with 5.3) set this series off from 
"normal deppei" as it occurs in southern Veracru~. 
Ignoring the Lerdo de Tejada population for a moment, we are inclined 
to reCer all of the populations discussed above to one race, Cnenzidophorus 
cl. deppei. Granted, some populations are endowed with characteristics 
distinguishing them from adjacent populations; however, these characters 
usually are present in other disjunct populations, i.e., the broad stripes 
in Chiapas and Guerrero. A distinct geographic break is present in each 
of two characters. Between Tehuantepec, Oaxaca, and Tonolh, Chiapas (an 
airline distance of about 150 kilometers), there is a decided discrepancy 
in the number of dorsal granules at midbody; at  Tehuantepec the number 
varies from 91 to 110 (102.5 + 0.81), and at  Tonoli, from 110 to 123 
(117.4 + 1.12). The  other break is in the number of femoral pores be- 
tween the populations on the Atlantic side of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec 
and those on the Pacific side; on the Atlantic side the number varies from 
29 to 35 (33.7 + 0.38) in southern Veracruz and from 32 to 35 (33.1 
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+ 0.31) at Ciudad Carinen, as compared with 32 to 44 (37.1 % 0.35) 
at Tehuantepec. The  taxonomic significance of these breaks is minimized 
by the independent variation of other characters. Although there is a 
definite difference in the number of femoral pores, and a minor difference 
in color pattern between the populations on the Atlantic side of the 
Isthinus of Tehuantepec and that at Tehuantepec on the Pacific side, there 
is practically no difference in the number ol dorsal granules, nor in the 
number of preanal scales. Furthermore, low numbers of femoral pores 
occur in the population in Guerrero. With respect to the difference ex- 
hibited by the population on the coa$t of Chiapas, it should be pointed 
out that although there is an increase in the number oC preanal scales and 
femoral pores together with the increase in the number ol dorsal granules 
at midbody, the high counts are reached at  various places. Furthermore, 
southeastward there is a decrease in the number of scales. Thus, on the 
basis of our present knowledge of variation in this form we believe that 
the independence of variability in the characters studied does not show 
distinct breaks that are significant on the subspecific level. 
Smith (1939) described the eight-striped population from Veracruz as 
C. d. oligoporus, and diagnosed it as having a significantly lower number 
of femoral pores. Examination of additional material substantiates the 
lower average number of femoral pores in this population. However, if 
on thc basis of the average diKerence in the number of femoral pores this 
population is recogni~ed as a distinct taxonomic unit, the population on 
the coast of Chiapas (charac~erized by its higher number ol dorsal granules, 
more femoral pores and more preanal scales) likewise should be named. 
The  same criteria would necessitate the recognition of the population at 
Ciudad Carmen as distinct from oligoporus, for the former has a signifi- 
cantly higher number of dorsal granules. The  minor differences between 
the populations in the interior valleys of Chiapas and Guatemala and 
those from the coastal lowlands would necessitate giving a name to those 
in the interior valleys. Therelore, iE populations were named on the basis 
of these minor differences, deppei deppei as recognized here would consist 
oE five races. Furthermore, such criteria would not be consistent with those 
used here for the other species in the dekpei group. Until additional data 
concerning variation, habitat, and distribution are available for the 
southern populations, we feel that a conservative approach is best. 
The  series from Lerdo de Tejada presents another problem. T o  the 
north at  Veracruz and to the south at  Cuatotolapam and Perez are found 
specimens with eight stripes and low numbers 01 dorsal granules and pre- 
anal scales. No individuals ol this kind were found with the specimens 
collected on the leeward side of the coastal dunes near Lerdo de Tejada, 
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Perhaps intensive collecting along the beaches in Vcracruz will ljrovitle 
evidence that this ten-striped form with a high number of granules has an 
extensive range in that habitat and at  least in some areas occurs sym- 
patrically with "normal deppei," in which case it should be treated as ;r 
distinct species. 
The  specimens from Ciudad Carmen, Campeche, and some of those 
from southern Veracruz have relatively broad middorsal brown bands be- 
tween the paravertebral stripes and no trace of a vertebral stripe. In  this 
respect they resemble C. d. cozunzelus; however, the latter has wavy stripes 
and accessory scutes between the parietals and frontoparietals, characters 
not present in specimens from Ciudad Carmen and Veracruz. The  reddish 
brown lateral field characteristic of the population in the Balsas Basin is 
found to some extent in specimens from Guerrero and Oaxaca, and even 
in the ten-striped population at Lerdo de Tejada, Veracruz. However, all 
specimens from the Pacific Coast of Mkxico have the lateral stripes frag- 
mented into spots in adults; this is never so in specimens from the Balsas 
Basin. No intergrades between deppei and infe~nalis are known; they might 
be sought for in the lower reaches of Balsas Valley. 
No attempt has been made to study deppei in the southern part of its 
range, from Honduras to Costa Rica. Possibly the acquisition of sufficient 
material together with a knowledge of the animals in life from the southern 
part of the range will elucidate some of the problems of variation that we 
have encountered. 
COMPARISON WITH OTI-IFR FORMS.-The variability of this form makes 
comparisons difficult. However, a few constant characters serve to dis- 
tinguish it from the other races. No other race of deppei has spots in, or 
in place of, the lateral stripe. In  infernalis tlie lateral stripe is broad and 
distinct; in cozumelus the stripes are wavy. From guttatus, with which 
deppei occurs throughout most of its range, deppeZ may be distinguished 
by its lower number of dorsal granules at midbody (usually [99 per cent] 
less than 140, as compared with more than 140 in guttatus) and the differ- 
ent ventral coloration of adult males. In guttatus the throat is orange or 
buff, and the belly is blue, whereas in depppi the belly is black, and the 
throat is dark bluish gray or black. 
ECOLOGICAL NOTES.-Cnemidophorus deppei deppei most frequently is 
found in open areas, often where the soil is sandy and there is a sparse 
growth of grass. Often i t  is common along river flood plains and other 
riparian situations in subhumid environments. Throughout most of its 
range (except the interior valleys of Chiapas and Guatemala, Ciudad 
Carmen, and the Pacific Coast from Soconusco southward) it occurs with 
C. gutlatzu, and througl~out its entire range, with Arnezua undulata. Both 
01 these species appear to preler shaded areas. 
~ ~ l s . r ~ ~ l r u ~ r o ~ . - S o u t h e r n  Veracruz and souther11 Michoacin southeast- 
ward at elevations less than 1000 meters to the Isthmus of Tehuantepec 
and Isla de Carrrlerl and thence southeastward through the interior valleys 
ol Chiapas and Guateinala (Grijalva and Motagua valleys) and on the coast 
of Chiapas southward to Costa Kica. Locality records (1000 specimens) 
I'ollow. 
Guatemala: E ~ c u i i ~ t k z :  Tiquisatc, UMMZ 98189 (2). l - lue l~ue le i~c~r~go:  Finca Canibal, 
l<io Cuilco, UMMZ 98196 (27), 98197 (5). Jutinfia: Fii~ca La l ' r indad, UMMZ 107481-92 
(63); Hacieritla Mongoy, IJMMZ 106987-90 (32); Santa Catarina Milla, UMMZ 106991 
(10). Progreso: El Rancl~o, UMMZ 106981-6 (52); Finca Los I,eoncs, UMMZ 106992 (10). 
.S(i?zln liosa: 1,as Lisas, UMMZ 107479 (14). 
Mexico: Ca~nl~eclte:  Ciudad Carmen, UIMNH 35976-86. Chial~as: Arriaga, UMMZ 
94838-9, 117495; Barra de Cahuacin, UMMZ 88371 (19); 4 km. S of Chiapa dc  Corzo, 
UMMZ 94813-72; Colonia Soconusco, UMMZ 87044-8; crest above Arriaga, UMMZ 
94874; Cruz de  Piedra, UMMZ 87049-66; El Ocotal, UMMZ 109569 (3); Escuintla, 
UMMZ 87005-7; between EscniilLla and Acacoyagua, UMMZ 87008-43; Finca Sail 
Uarlolo, UIMNH 39254; I-Iacienda Monserratc, URiIMZ 102223 (3); Mapastepec, UMMZ 
105598-9 (8); Mazapa, UMMZ 94826-7; Pijijiapan, UMMZ 88372 (13), 88373; Puerto 
Madero, UKMNH 43950-44003; Rio Sail Gregorio, UMMZ 109568, 109570; 5 kin. S of 
San Antonio, UMMZ 114787; Tapachula, UIMNH 36124-7; Tonoli ,  UMMZ 88374-7 (25); 
10 km. NW oi Tonoli, UKMNH 43906-13, 43915-21, 43923-5, 4392849; Tuxtla 
Gutierl.ez, UMMZ '34873; 10 km. W of 'I'nxtla Gutierrez, UMMZ 94840-2; Villa Flores, 
UMMZ 105393 (12), 1053967. Guerrero: Acapulco, UIMNI-I 36297, 38090, UMMZ 
112947; 5 km. N of Acapulco, UIMNH 36280-2; 32 km. SE of Acapulco, IJIRINH 
39283-90; Coyuca, UIMNH 36283-8, UMMZ 85411 (7), 105614 (3); 8 km. ]I: of Coyuca, 
UIMNH 3G276-9; El Limhn, IJIMNH 36023; El Treinta, UIMNH 36034-5, UMMZ 
119112; Organos, UIfiIINI-I 36019-20; Pic de la Cuesta, UMMZ 104451; l 'icrra Colorado, 
UIMNI-I 3(i031, 3624E74, 3629O-6, UMMZ 80948 (2); Xaltirianguis, UIMNH 36021-2, 
36032-3. il/Iicl~oaccin: Salitrc de  Eslopila, UMMZ 104530; San Pedro) Naranjcstila, UMMZ 
104531. Oaxncn: CajGn de Piedras, UIMNH 36377-9; 10 km. NW oC Camarbn, UMMZ 
114785 (14); Cerro de  Huamclula, UIMNH 36367-9; Cerro Quiengola, UIMNI-I 28058; 
Chacalapa, IJKMNH 38255-9; Ejutla, UMMZ 105410; 3 kin. N of Matias Koinero, UMMZ 
114784; 10 km. M7 of Ncjapa, UKMNH 44045-81; 13 km. E of Pachutla, UIMNH 
8482-4; I'ortillo Las Vacas, UIMNH 36370-G; Rio Tequisistlin, UIMNH 39359-81; 
Saliila C r u ~ ,  UMMZ 81866-7 (4), 119143 (7); Sail Gel-oninlo, UIMNH 8485; Sail Juanico, 
IJMMZ 113824; Tapanatcpec, UMMZ 84492 (3); Tehuantepec, UIMNEI 8487-98, 
36380-36450, UMMZ 81859-65 (19), 81868-73 (11); 5 km. W of Tehuai~tepec, UKMNII 
33720, 37859-73, UNMZ 112948-9; 8 kin. TV of TehuanLcpcc, UICMNH 4400443; 10 
km. 7Y of Tehuantcpcc, UICMNH 39720-1; 12 kin. TY of Tehuantepec, UMMZ 114786; 
16 km. W of 'l'chuanlepec, UKMNH 33715, 33717, 33719, 33721; 32 km. W of Tehuaii- 
tepcc, UMMZ 112663; 18 km. W of Tequisistlan, UMMZ 117494 (5); Totolapam, UIMNH 
35995-36005; Uai6n Hidalgo, UMMZ 113828; Ventosa, UIMNH 26024-5. Veracruz: 
Alv;rratlo, I J l M N H  3531.5; Cernpoala, UIMNfI 26029-33; (:u:rtotolaparn, UMMZ 41.502-4; 
1,;~ t.nj:r, lJlMNH 3961-2; 5 kin. NW of Lcrdo tlc 'l'ejada, URIMZ 114788 (19); 
Matacabrcslo, UIMNH 36451-3, UMMZ 88650 (11); 9 km. NW of Nautla, ITICMNH 
24095-9; OLoba, CNHM 1313 (2); Perez, CNHM 1683 (2); Pucnte Colorado, UMRIZ 
89322 (7); Rio Blanco, 20 km. WNW of Piedras Negras, UKMNH 2325741, 24433; 
Rodriqucz Clara, UIMNI-I 35993; 3 km. S of Tccolutl;~, UIMNH 3903-8; 16 km. S o f  
Tecoluila, UIMNH 3938-44; Tierra Colorado, UIMNH 35993, UMM% 95107; Veracruz, 
CNHM 1343 (3); 50 km. W of Veracru~, UMMZ 9991.1. 
Cnemidophorus deppei infernalis, new subspecies2 
C1ae7tlidol~l~or-us d e k j e i ,  Gadow, 19OG, l'roc. Zool. Soc. London, pp. 309-16 (part) . 
C~~etnidofi l lorus depfiii de i~ f i i i ,  Uurt, 1931, U .  S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 154: 5 6 6 2  ( p a ~ t )  
Cne~nidophorus defifiii  Itneatiasiinus, Schmidt and Shannon, 1947, Fieldiana-Zool., 31 
(9) : 75. Smith and 'I'aylor, 1950, U. S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 199: I79 (part). Davis and 
Smith, 1953, Hcrpctologica, 9: 106. 
Ctzemidopho~.us depfini li~zealissitnus, Iluellman, 1954, Occ. Papers RIus. Zool. Uaiv. 
Michigan, 560: 11; 1955, Ibid, 574: 6. 
HOLWIYPE.-University of Michigan Museun~ of Zoology No. 114783, 
from Mexcala, Guerrero, MCxico (on Rio Balsas at  an elevation of 370 
meters), collected by Williaru E. Duellman, June 21, 1956. Original number 
WED 9361 (PI. I). 
PARATO~OTYPES. -U~~~NH 36030, UMMZ 119298-1 19301. 
DIAGNOSIS.-I\ race ol deppe i  characterized b y  a low number of dorsal 
granules at  midbody (average about 99), straight stripes of which the lateral 
is broad, cream, and persistent throughout life, a broad reddish brown 
lateral field, bright reddish brown flanks, paravertebral stripes fused into a 
broad greenish rrlitldorsal stripe in adults, and no accessory scutes between 
the parietals and frontoparietals. 
DESCRIPTION OF HOLOTYPE.-An adult inale with a snou~-vent length oi 
78 min., a tail length (complete) ot 172 nlm., and a tail/bocly ratio oE 2.20. 
Scutellation is typical of the deppei  group-three supraoculars, enlarged 
mesoptychials, and granular postantebrachials. The  supraorbital semicircle 
series extend anteriorly only to about the middle of the lrontoparietals. 
There are 100 dorsal granules at  midbody, 36 femoral pores, ant1 four 
preanals. 
The  top of the head, rostral, nasals, and upper parts of the postnasals 
and loreals are light olive brown. The  sides of the head, upper labials, 
and mental are bluish gray ~nottlecl with cream. T h e  upper surfaces of the 
limbs and tail are dark brown. There is a row of indistinct creain spots 
on each forelimb. The  lower labials, throat, belly, preanal region, and 
2 Latin, italernalis, belongiiig to Ihr: lower regions, ill this c;~sc tfrc Tials;~s Tiasin, thc 
classical "tierra calientc" of MCxico. 
ve~ltral surfaces of the thighs are black. The  undersides of the forelimbs, 
shank, and tail arc cream. Thc  paravertcbral stripes are fused into a broad 
lrliddorsal greenish gray stripe. The  dorsolateral stripes are distinct and 
greenish gray. The  lateral stripes are broad, crealny white, and separated 
fro111 the enlarged ventrals by 14 granules. The  flanks just below the lateral 
stripe are light reddish brown fading to a grayish tan ventrally. The  lateral 
fields arc dark reddish brown and 11 granules in width at  midbody. The  
other dark fields are dull browrz. 
In  life the lateral stripe was bright crealny white; the other stripes were 
pale green. The  lateral dark fields wcre rich reddish brown; the upper 
partmf the flanks were a brighter reddish brown, and the other dark fields 
wcre dark brown. Thc  ventral surl'aces were dcep bluish black. 
DKSCRII'TION 01; THE SUBSPECIES.-The following description is bascd on 
252 speci~nens fro111 the Balsas-Tepalcatepec Basin. The  largest Inale has a 
snout-vent lengtll of 84 nlm.; the largest fenlale, 75 mm. Twenty lnales 
with snout-vent lengths of illore than 70 nlnz. have tail Icngths of 172 to 
183 mm. and tail/body ratios of 2.20 to 2.52 (2.36). The  slnallest juvenile 
exarnined has a snout-vcnt length of SO mm. 
Scutellation: The  number of dorsal granules at nlidbody varies frorn 
88 to 120 (99.3 + 0.5G); only 16 specilnens (6.3 per cent) have more than 
110 granules. The  nulnber of femoral pores varies from 31 to 44 (35.6 t 
0.14). Usually there are one or two small scales in the apex of the femora; 
tlle nulnber of preanal scales varies from 4 to 8 (6.3). The  supraorbital 
se~nicircle serics never extend beyond the posterior edge of the frontal; in 
rnost specimens they terminate ncar the middle of the frontoparietals. 
Coloratio'n: Juveniles are black with grayish brown heads, dark brown 
limbs, and pale blue tails. There are eight longitudinal light stripes, ol 
which the laterals are distinctly wider than the others. An occasional 
juvenile has an indistinct vertebral line. In adults and subadults the para- 
vertebral ancl dorsolateral stripes are pale green, and the lateral stripes 
are cream. The dark fields, except the lateral which is reddish brown, are 
dark brown. The  flanks immediately below the lateral stripe are light 
reddish brown changing to grayish tan ventrally. The  head is olive brown, 
and the tail is dark brown. In large specimens the paravertebral stripes are 
fused to form a broad mitldorsal green stripe. There are 12 to 16 (13.4) 
granules betweell the e~~larged  ventrals and the lower cclge of the lateral 
stripe and 9 to 12 (10.7) granules in the lateral dark field. 
ONTOGENETIC CHANGX IN COLOR PATTF.RN.--T~~ principal change in 
color pattern in this form consists ol the fusion OF tlie paravertebral stripes 
into a I)road r~licltlorsal stripe (Fig. 11). Juveniles ~lsually have eight creamy 
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white longitudinal stripes; sonie have a laint vertebral stripe. 111 subadults 
a vertebral stripe usually is present. In adults the paravertebrals fuse with 
the vertebral stripe. This lusion begins anteriorly; only in large males are 
the stripes fused for their entire length. In adults and subadults the para- 
vertebrals and dorsolaterals are light green. Spots do not form in any of 
the stripes. In large malcs the dorsolateral stripes may be indistinct, espe- 
cially posteriorly, but the lateral stripe persists as a broad cream stripe. 
The  dark fields change from black to brown. T h e  lateral fields are reddish 
brown in adults and subadults. In large males the lower flanks may be 
grayish brown or grayish green in contrast to the bright reddish brown 
of the upper flanks. 
SEXUAL D I M O R P ~ I I S M . - M ~ ~ ~ S  attain a lager  size than females, have a 
nlorc advanced color pattern in that the paravertebral stripes are kused foi 
their entire lengths, and have black ventral surfaces. The  black 01 thc 
ventral surfaces develops first anteriorly. In subadult. males only the thloat 
and chest ale black; the belly is blue or bluish gray. In  some large illales 
there are small bluish white spots along the lateral edges of the black belly. 
Felnales have an immaculate creallly white belly. 
GE~GRAI~IIIC V n ~ m ~ ~ o ~ . - T h e i e  are some minor differcnces in scutclla- 
tion betwen the series of 234 specimens lrom the Tepalcatepec Valley in 
Michoacin and 18 specimens lrom the upper Balsas Basin in Guerlero, 
Morelos, and Puebla. Possibly these differences are a reflection ol thc 
discrepancy in sample s i~e .  Those lrom Michoach have 91 to 120 (101.4 
-t 0.58) dorsal granules, as compared with 88 to 110 (96.1 I+ 1.73) in the 
upper Balsas Basin, and 31 to 43 (35.6 -+ 0.14) leinoral pores, as tonipared 
with 31 to 44 (35.4 + 0.82). Specimens from Michoacin have more preanal 
scales (6.6) than those horn the upper Balsas Basin (5.4). 
COMPARISON WITH OTHEIZ FORMS.-Fro111 the nonli~lal racc, infel-nalis 
inay be distinguished by the persistent cream lateral stripe in atlults. In  
deppei the stripe is bluish white; spots forni in the stripe which often 
fragments into a row of spots. In some deppei the upper ~lo~solateral stripes 
are fused with the paravertebrals; the dorsolateral stripes are never fused 
in infernalis. Some deppei have a reddish brown lateral field, but this is 
never as red as in infernalis; furthermore, deppei does not have bright 
reddish brown flanks. Only in specinlens of deppei from the coast of Chiapas 
are the lateral fields as broad as in infernalis (Table V). From cozz~tlzelr~s, 
inferna,lis differs in having straight stripes, fused paravertebral stripes, and 
no accessory scutes between the parietals and frontopareitals. From C. 
lineati.airnus exoristus, which occurs sympatrically with infernali .~ in the 
Te~x~lcategec Valley, inlernnlis niay be tlistinguished by the absence oT 
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lateral spots and vertical bars and by its black belly and throat instead 
of a blue belly and pinkish blue throat as in exoristus. Juveniles of the 
two forms may be distinguished by the number of granules between the 
ventrals and the lateral stripe; there are 12 to 16 in infel-nnlis and 18 to 23 
in exoristus. 
ECOLOGICAL N O T E S . - ~  the Balsas-Tepalcatepec Basin this lizard is 
encountered in riparian situations, in grassy areas in barrancas, and in 
open scrub forest where it may be associated with Cnemidophol-zts ralidip~s 
and C. sncki (auctorz~m) .
DISTRIBUTION.-T~~ range of this race encompasses the arid Balsas 
Valley and Tepalcatepec Valley; in this interior basin it occurs at  elevations 
lrom 200 to 1500 meters. Locality records (287 specimens) follow. 
Mkxico: Guerrero: Mcxcala, UIMNH 36030, 36101, UMMZ 114783, 11 9298-301; 3 
km. S of Mexcala, UMMZ, 114782, 1192967; 14 km. N of Zumpango tlel Rio, UMMZ 
104452. Miclzoactin: Acahuato, CNHM 38976; Apatzingin, CNHM 36976-82, 38974 (23), 
38975 (42), UIMNH 36454-520, 36676-8, UMMZ 85414 (4), TJSNM 135701-6, 135708-45, 
135822-4, 135967; 5 km. W of Apatzingrin, UICMNH 29187-8, 29190, 29193-5, 29197, 
29200, 29204-7, 29289; 6 km. E of Apatzingrin, UMMZ 114776 (2); 9 km. E of Apatzingiin, 
CJMMZ 112656 (4); 12 km. E of Apalzingin, UMMZ 112652, 112658, 114775 (3), 114777; 
15 km. E of Apatzingin, UMMZ 114770, 114778; 13 km. S of Apatzingiin, UKMNH 
29192, 29199, 29684, 29686; 4 k n ~ .  N of Capirio, UMMZ 114771; El Capire, CNHM 
36985-7; Hacienda Calilcn-nia, CNHM 36983-4; Hacienda El Sabino, UIMNH 36100; 
Jazmin, UMMZ 114773; La Playa, UMMZ 104738, 105241 (2); between La Playa and 
Jorullo, UMMZ 104739, 104749 (2); 12 km. S of Lombardia, UKMNH 29198, 29201-3; 
Puerto Crucita, UIMNH 35994; l l io Marqucz, 10 km. S of Lombardia, UMMZ 112655, 
112657, 112661 (3), 114769; Rio Marcluez, 13 km. SE of Nucva Italia, UMMZ 114774 (9), 
119351; south of Tancitaro, CNI-IM 36975; Volcin Jorullo, UMMZ 108009 (3). Morelos: 
9 km. 1,V of Alpuyeca, UIMNH 26027; Cuert~avaca, UIMNH 35975; Lago Tequesquitengo, 
UMMZ 114767; 19 km. S of Puente dc Ixtla, UIMNH 36029. Pzteblo: 11 km. S141 of 
Izi~car dc  Matamoros, UICMNH 39710; Rio Atoyac, 10 km. N of Tezuitzingo~, UIMNH 
36028; 3 km. NIY of Tezuitzingo, UMMZ 114768 (2); Tilapa, TJKMNH 38269; Zapotitlan, 
UTMNH XiO36-7. 
C~~enzidopIto?.z~s cleppei coi~an~eln Gadow, 1906, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, p. 316. 
Cne~nidoplzorzts clel~fiii cotz~nzelus, Hurt, 1931, TJ. S. Nail. Mus. Bull., 154: 63-5. Smith 
and Taylor, 1950, Ibid., 199: 179. 
Sy~~yp~s.-Bi- i t ish Museum (Natural History) Nos. 1886.4.15.17-20 (re- 
registered: 1951.1.8.21-27) Prom Isla de Cozumel, Quintana Roo, MCxico; 
collected by Gaurner. 
DIAGNOSIS.-A race of deppei with narrow wavy longitudinal stripes, a 
broad lniddorsal brown band, an average of about 110 dorsal granules at 
midbody, and usually one to three accessory scutes between the parietals 
and frontoparietals. 
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D r ; s c ~ ~ ~ r ~ l o ~ . - T h e  following description is baaed on Y O  specinlens frorrl 
Isla clc Co7umel. The  two largest specimens are females with snout-vcnt 
lengths of 83 mm.; the largest inale has a snout-vent length of 77 mm. 
Five males with snout-vent lengths of more than 60 mm. have tail lengths 
of 143 to 167 mm. and tail/body ratios of 2.17 to 2.37 (2.26). The  smallest 
specimen examined has a snout-vent length of 48 mm. 
Scutellation: The  dorsal granules vary in number at lnidbody froin 103 
to 118 (1 10.6 2 1.23). T h e  temoral poles vary from 32 to 38 (34.7 + 0.27). 
There are 4 to 6 (5.0) preanal scales. The  supraorbital senlicircle series do 
not extencl anteriorly beyoncl the posterior edge of the frontal; in some 
individuals thc series terminate near the middle of the frontoparietals. 
Lying between thc parietals and the frontoparietals are one to three 
accessory scales. In each of 12 individuals there is one scale; in 7 there ale 
two, in 10 there are three, and in one there is none. 
Coloration: We have not seen living individuals of this form; there- 
lore, the color description given below is not as nearly coinplete as for the 
other forms discussed in this paper. The  top of the head is olive brown, 
and the sides 01 the head are bluish white. The  upper surfaces of the tail 
and limbs are olive brown and unspotted. The  throat is white, sometimes 
tingecl with blue; the belly is white or bluish white, and the underside of 
the tail is cream sorrletimes tinged with blue. There are eight narlow 
longitutlinal stripes (no vertebrals); these stripes are wavy. In large speci- 
mens the dorsolaterals are indistinct anteriorly and posteriorly, and the 
paravertebrals may have disappeared. The  flanks below the lateral stripe 
are bluish gray; sometiincs there is an indistinct lower latcral stripe extend- 
ing from the axilla to the groin. The  lateral and dorsolateral fields are 
dark brown; the lateral one is slightly wider than the others. The  middor~al 
field is light brown to light olive green; there are 21 to 31 granules between 
the paravertebral stripes. There are 17 to 20 granules between the enlarged 
ventrals and the lower edge of the lateral stripe and 7 to 9 granules in the 
lateral field. 
ONTOGENETIC CHANGE IN COLOR PATTERN. -T~~  present series does not 
include hatchlings; consequently, a complete picture of the ontogenetic 
change in color pattern cannot be presented. Assuming that hatchlings 
are black as in the other races of deppei ,  we have so depicted it in Figure 
12. Possibly a vertebral stripe or pair oE vertebrals are present in hatchlings 
and subsequently are lost. Furthermore, our series contains no males with 
black bellies, a characteristic of adult males of other races of deppei .  We 
do not know whether this character develops in cozz~melus. Actually little 
inetamorphosis of color pattern is evident in our series. T h e  upper dorso- 
lateral stripes and paravertebral s t~ipes tend to become indistinct anteriorly 
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ant1 ~osteriorly; in some large sl>eciinens thc pal-avertebrals are barely 
discernible. Two specimens (82 and 67 mm. snout-vent length) have all 
stripes indistinct; in these there is little difference in color bctween the 
lateral and dorsal dark fields. Perhaps this is the coloration typical of adult 
males. In none is there an indication of the stripes being replaced by spots. 
SI~XUAL D I M O R I ' H I S M . - A C C O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  to Kathleen Beargie (in lilt.), who 
collectetl this form on Isla Cozumel, the ventral surfaces oT both sexes are 
white. Large individuals of both sexes have pale blue on the posterior part 
of the bellies. 
GEOGRAPHIC: VARIATION.-One specimen from Isla Mujeres, Quintana 
Roo, has 118 dorsal granules at midbody, 5 preanal scales, 33 femoral pores, 
and two accessory scutes between the parietals and frontoparietals. This 
specimen has faint stripes and an olive tan ground color. Four specimens 
from Ramate, El Petkn, Guatemala, have 101 to 108 (105.0) dorsal granules, 
1 and 5 (4.5) preanal scales, and 35 and 36 (35.2) femoral pores. 01 these 
lour specimens, one has 2 accessory scutes, two have 3, and one has 4. In the 
Guatemalan specimens the stiipes are not as wavy as in typical individuals. 
In other aspects of coloration they show no  noticcable differences from 
specimens from Isla de Co~umel. Data in Tables I1 and I11 are based on 
specimens from Isla de Cozumel only. 
COMI'ARISON WITH OTHER F o ~ ~ ~ . - T h e  presence of the accessory ScUtes 
between the parietals and frontoparietals, the absence of vertebral stripes, 
the broad dorsal dark field, and the narrow wavy stripes serve to distinguish 
cozumclz~s froin all other members of the deppei  group. The  only form 
with which it inight be confused is C. g. guttatus; the young of this form 
have only the latelal stripe present and have a tan or olive tan dorsum. 
This species ha? no accessory head scutes and has more than 180 dorsal 
granules. 
ECOLOGICAI~ NOTFS.-No ecological information is available for the 
spel-imens from Cozunlel and Mujeres islands. The  specimens froin Ramate, 
Guatemala, were collected by L. C. Stuart in brushy areas surrounding 
Lago de PetPn, which lies in the savanna country, of southern El Petkn. 
D l s ~ ~ r s u ~ r o ~ . - T h i s  form is known only from Isla de Co7urnel and Isla 
Mujeres off the northeast coast of the Yucatin Peninsula, and from a dis- 
junct population in the savanna region of El Pettn, Guatemala. Possibly 
future collections from the savanna portions of Campeche and Quintana 
Roo will reveal additional populations of this lizard. T o  the south in the 
Motagua Valley in Guatemala and to the west in southern Veracruz and 
Campeche occurs C. deppei  cleppai. There is no evidence of intergradation 
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between defipei  and cozz~nzelr~s. In  fact, C O Z U I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L S  logically could be con- 
sidered a species separate from deppei .  Locality records (35 specimens) 
follow. 
Guatemala: El Pete'n: Ramale, U M M Z  74979 (4). 
MCxico: Quintnnn Roo: Isla de Cozumel, UMMZ 78589 (4), 78590 (2), 78591 (9), 
78592 (3), 78393 (12); Isla Mujeles, UMMZ 78588. 
Cnemidophorus  lineatissinzzu Cope 
Cnr~nirlopllot z c c  liizentissimzts Cope, 1877, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., 17: 91. 
D I S T R I B ~ T I O N . - L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of this species range along the Pacific lowlands 
northwestward from the Rio Balsas to central Nayarit and into the 
Tepalcatepec Valley in Michoacan, where they usually are found at eleva- 
tions of less than 1000 meters in shaded places such as dense scrub forest, 
gallery forest, or tropical broad-leaf forest (Fig. 5). 
FIG. 5. Map showing distribution of the races of Cnemidoplaorus linecrtistimz~s in 
MCxico. 
I )~nc~os~s . - In  scutellation this species is intermediate between guttatus 
ancl deppei; lineatissi~nus has 108 to 164 dorsal granules at midbody, 28 
to 48 femoral pores, and 5 to 11 preanal scales. The  supraorbital seinicircle 
series are complete in 78 per cent of the specimens in a sample froin Nayarit; 
in other parts of the range relatively fewer individuals have the series 
complete, especially to the south, where along the coast of Michoacin the 
series never extend anteriorly beyond the posterior edge of the frontal. The 
largest male has a snout-vent length of 106 mm. 
The  dorsal color pattern of juveniles consists of nine or ten longitudi- 
nal stripes. In adults there are seven to nine stripes; the reduction is 
a~cornplished by the lusion ol the vertebrals to form a single stripe, or the 
fusion ol the paravertebrals with the vertebral to iorm a single stripe. A 
broad yellow irliddorsal stripe is characteristic of adult males of this species, 
except in soinc individuals from the northern part ot the range in which 
the stripes arc diffuse or absent. In adults, spots form in. the lateral stripe 
and sornetinles on the flanks and in the lower tlorsolatcral stripe; in some, 
these iorm vertical bars on the llanks. Adult males usually have pinkish 
blue throats, black gular collars, and blue bellies. In  some the throat and 
collar are black. 
GIIOGRAPI-IIC: VARIATION.-The characters of size, scutellatioil, and color- 
ation vary independently throughout the range, resulting in different 
combinations of characters in various populations. The  largest specimens 
are found in thc south along the coast of Michoacin and in the Tepalca- 
tepec Valley in Rilichoacin; the smallest adult males are from Nayarit 
(largest male from San Blas has a snout-vent length of 81 rnm.). 
The  geographic variation in the number of dorsal granules at midbody 
presents a confusing picture (Fig. 6). The  northern populations (coastal 
regions ol Nayarit and Jalisco) have 132.9 + 0.47 granules; the sample 
lroin the coast ol Michoacin has 148.0 + 1.24. Specilllens from the low- 
lands of Colima (lying between Michoacin and Jalisco) have 120.0 & 0.73 
granules, and thosc Iron1 Tepalcatepec Valley have 122.4 2 1.04. With 
respect to the number of fe'emoral pores, those fronl Nayarit and Jalisco 
have 33.3 +- 0.25, and those lronl Coliina have 33.3 t 0.32. The  southern 
populations have a greater number; those from the coast ol Michoacin 
have 37.9 1 0.38, ancl those from the Tepalcatepec Valley have 38.8 fr 0.48 
(Fig. 7). The  sample froin Coliina has an average of 6.7 preanal scales; that 
from the Tepalcatepec Valley, 6.5, wllereas that from the coast of Mich- 
oacin has 7.4, and that from Jalisco and Nayarit has 7.5. The  percentage of 
individuals having the supraorbital semicircle series complete varies greatly 
from one l>opulation to another; they are coniplete in 78 per cent of the 
specinlens from Nayarit, 31 per cent from Jalisco, 11 per cent from Colima, 





FIG. 6. Geographic variation in the number of dorsal granules in C i ~ e i i t i d ~ p h o r n t s  
l inent iss in~t ts .  See Figure 3 for explanation. 
EXORISTUS -57 
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FIG. 7. Geographic variation in  the number of femoral pores in Cnemidopho rus  
l i t r en t i sa imu~ .  See Figure 3 for explanation. 
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In  coloration the population on the coast of MichoacAn and that in 
Nayarit and Jalisco are alike in that the stripes are diffuse or absent in 
large adults; furthermore, they are similar in having dark lateral fields and 
flanks, a character shared with the population in the Tepalcatepec Valley. 
The  populations in Colima and the Tepalcatepec Valley are alike in having 
persistent stripes, but the former has nine stripes as adults, whereas the 
latter has only seven. 
The  combination of characters ol scutellation and coloration in these 
samples leads us to the recognition of the four races of lineatissinzus diag- 
nosed below. Two of these-lineatissirnus and exoristus (the Colima and 
Tepalcatepec Valley populations, respectively)-are much more alike in 
most characteristics than either is to the other populations, which, in turn 
resemble one another more closely. However, lineatissirnus ranges between 
the other populations. Although there is no evidence for intergradation 
between these forms, we have considered the four populations as subspecies 
of lineatissimus. Further investigation may show that two species are 
involved. 
Cnernidoplzorzls lineatissirnus lineatissirnus Cope 
Cnemidophorzis lineatissimus Cope, 1877, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., 17: 94. 
Cnemidoplzorus deppei lineatissimus Cope, 1892, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc., 17: 31. 
Cnemidophorus deppii  deppii, Burt, 1931, U .  S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 154: 5H3 (part). 
Cnemidophorus deppii  lineatissimus, Martweg and Oliver, 1937, OCC. Papers Mus. ZOO]. 
IJniv. Michigan, 392: 2. Srnith and Taylor, 1950, U. S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 199: 179. 
S y ~ ~ y ~ ~ s . - U n i t e d  States National Museum Nos. 32299-32314 from 
Colima, Colima, collected by John Xantus. Other specimens included in 
the original description by Cope (1877) are USNM 24937-40, part of the 
collection made in MPxico by J. J. Major and shipped from Guadalajara. 
Smith and Taylor (1950) restricted the type locality to Colima, Colima. 
DIAGNOSIS.-A moderate-sized race of C .  lineatissirnus characterized by a 
relatively low number of dorsal granules at  midbody (average 120), a 
relatively low number of preanal scales (average 6.7), ten light longitudinal 
stripes in juveniles, vertical blue bars on the flanks, and fused vertebral 
stripes in adults. 
DESCRIPTION.-T~~ following description is based on 55 specimens from 
Colima. The  largest male has a snout-vent length of 96 mm.; the largest 
female, 79 mm. Six males with snout-vent lengths of more than 90 mm. 
have tail lengths of 210 to 221 mm. and tail/body ratios of 2.25 to 2.43 
(2.32). The  smallest juvenile has a snout-vent length of 31 mm. 
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Scutellation: The  number of clorsal granules at midbody varies iroin 
110 to 133 (120.0 f 0.73). Only two sl~eciinens have inore than 129 gran- 
ules. The  number of feinoral pores varies from 29 to 39 (33.3 + 0.32). 
In the apex of the femora anterior to the enlarged preanals are one to five 
small scales; the total number of preanal scales varies froin 5 to 9 (6.7). 
Of 53 specimens, 45 have the supraorbital semicircle series extending 
anteriorly only to the posterior edge of the frontal; in two others the 
series extend to the middle of the frontal, and in six the series are complete. 
Coloration: Juveniles are black with a grayish olive head and ten pale 
creain longitudinal stripes; the vertebral stripes are noticeably narrower 
than the others. The  upper surfaces of the limbs are dull brown with creain 
streaks and spots; the tail is pale blue. In adults the dorsal ground color 
is brown with a slight greenish tinge. The  lateral dark field and the flanks 
are dark chocolate brown. Spots forin in the pale blue lateral stripes, which 
are fragmented in some large adults, and expand laterally to form vertical 
bars on the flanks. The  vertebral stripes are fused to lorin a pale yellow 
iniddorsal stripe. The  other stripes are pale greenish yellow. The  dorsal 
surfaces of the limbs are grayish brown, sometimes indistinctly marked with 
greenish cream spots. The  upper surface of the tail is bluish gray. In adult 
inales the chin is pinkish blue; the belly is bluish white, and there is a 
black gular collar. In  old males the chin, throat, and chest are black, and 
the undersides of the limbs and tail are cream. 
Specimens from near the city of Colima had in life an olive head, 
greenish brown dorsum with pale greenish yellow stripes, dark chocolate 
brown flanks with pale blue vertical bars, a dull bluish gray tail, and a 
pale bluish white belly in the males. Small adult males had a pale blue 
chin with a definite rose-pink cast. 
ONTOGENETIC CHANGE IN COLOR PATTERN.-In this form there is no 
drastic metamorphosis of the striped juvenile color pattern. The  dark 
fields become lighter with age; the lateral dark field and flanks change from 
black to dark chocolate brown, and the others change froin black to a 
much lighter brown. T h e  narrow area between the thin vertebral stripes 
begins to lighten anteriorly (Fig. 13). The  fusion of the vertebral stripes 
progresses posteriorly, resulting in a rather broad middorsal stripe in place 
of the pair of thin vertebral stripes present in juveniles. Spots iorm in the 
lateral stripe; these expand to form vertical light bars on the flanks. 
SEXUAL DIMORPHISM.-M~~~S attain a larger size than females and have 
a more nearly complete color pattern metamorphosis. Adult inales have a 
pinkish blue or black chin, black gular collar, and a blue belly, whereas 
the females have a creamy white venter. 
GEOGRAPIIIC VARIATION.-Four specimens from Manzanillo (UIMNH 
36096-9) have 138 to 156 (148) dorsal granules, but otherwise resemble 
typical linentissimus. We are unable to offer an explanation of this varia- 
tion; Zweilel (1959) found a similar difference in samples of Cnemidophorz~s  
communis  from Manzanillo and the city of Colima. Four specimens from 
Hoca cle Api~a ,  Michoacrin, have 117 to 126 dorsal granules at  midbody; 
in size and coloration they appear to be immature individuals of C.  I .  
l i~7enti~sinzz~s.  Several adult males have light blue spots on the flanks; in 
some these ale connectecl with the lateral stripe by vertical bars. In two 
large males, spots are present in the lower dorsolateral stripe. Data from the 
Michoacin and Manyanillo specimens are excluded Lrom Tables 11 and 111. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER Fo~~t s . -The  relatively low numbers of dorsal 
granules and preanal scales seem to indicate a close relationship of 
lineatissirnz~s with exoristus, the race in the Tepalcatepec Valley. These 
races differ primarily in color pattern; adult exol-istus have the paraverte- 
bral stripes lused with the middorsal stripe, resulting in only seven stripes 
as compared with nine in lineatissimus. From lividus, the race on the coast 
ol Michoadn, lineatissimzls differs in having fewer dorsal granules at  mid- 
body (120.0 4 0.73, as cornparecl with 148.0 * 1.24) and in several aspects 
ol coloration; lin~ntissinzzls has light brown paravertebral dark fields, dorsal 
stripes present on the neck, and complete (or nearly so) lateral and 
dorsolateral stripes; on the other hand, l iv idus has dark brown paraverte- 
bral dark fields, stripes indistinct or absent on the neck, and fragmented 
lateral and lower dorsolateral stripes. From duodecemlineatus, lineatissimus 
differs in having fewer dorsal granules (120.0 + 0.73, as compared with 
132.9 L- 0.47) and more pronounced dorsal stripes in adults. 
ECOI~OGICAI. NOTF s.-Specimens of this form have been collected in dense 
scrub lorest and in gallery forest. No other member of the deppei  group 
occurs with it. However, it is sympatric with Cnenzidofihorus commun i s  and 
Arrleiva zlndulatn; the latter is an inhabitant of shaded areas, whereas the 
lorlner lives in open scrub forest. 
~ ~ I S T R I ~ ~ U T I O N . - T ~ ~ S  race is known only from the coastal lowlands of 
Colima and extreme western Michoacin and from the plateau of Colima 
at an elevation of about 500 meters. Locality records (72 specimens) follow. 
Mi-xico: Colirna: No olher data, UMMZ 48101-2; 3 ktn. E of Colin~a, UMMZ 114781 
(5); 6 km. E of Colirna, UMMZ 114779 (3); 8 km. E of Colima, UMMZ 114780 (3); Man- 
mrlillo, UIMNH 36096-9; I'ascuales, lJMMZ 80124 (5);  Paso del Rio, UIMNH 36087-95; 
l'ctriq~~illo, UMMZ 808128 ( l l ) ,  80129-30; Puebla Juarez, UMMZ 115575 (3); Queseria, 
IJMMZ 80121 (2); Rio Salada, UMMZ 80127 (3) ;  8 km. SW of Tecomlin, UMMZ 80123 
(.I), 80125 (2); 3-5 km. NW of Villa Alvarez, UMMZ 80122 (5), 80126 (5). Michoncn'n: 
Ilora tlc Apiza, UMMZ 11 8059 (4). 
Cnemidophorus lineatissirnus exoristus, new subspecies3 
(1'1. I) 
I-IOLOTYPE.-University ol hilichigan Museurn of Zoology No. 119338 
from Rancho Santa Ana (4 kin. by road northeast of San Salvador, 600 
meters), Michoac;in, Mkxico, one of a series collected by William E. Duell- 
man, Jerome B. Tulecke, and John Wellman, June 24, 1958. Original 
number, WED 12987. 
DIAGNOSIS.-A race of C. lineatissinzus characterized by a relatively low 
number of dorsal granules at midbody (average about 122), relatively lew 
preanal scales (average 6.5), nine longitudinal light stripes in juveniles, 
seven longitudinal light stripes in adults (paravertebrals fused with verte- 
bral), and pale blue vertical bars on the flanks in adults. 
DESCI~IPTION F HOLOIYPE.-A~ adult male with a snout-vent length of 
90 mm., a tail length (complete) of 224 mm., and a tail/body ratio of 2.49. 
The  scutellation is typical of lineatissimus-three supraoculars, enlarged 
mesoptychials, and granular postantebrachials. T h e  supraorbital semicircle 
series extend anteriorly almost to the posterior edge of the frontal. At mid- 
body there are 126 doisal gianules; there are seven preanal scales and 42 
lemoral pores. 
The  top of the head, rostral, nasals, and upper paits of the postnasals 
and loreals are olive-brown. The  lower parts of the postnasals and loreals, 
the preoculars, upper ant1 lower labials are bluish cream. T h e  upper sur- 
laces ol the limbs are dull brown; on the hind liinbs are pale blue dashes 
arrangecl in tiansverse rows. The  dorsal surfaces of the tail and the feet 
are bluish gray. The  chin is blue inedially and pinkish blue peripherally. 
'There is a black gular collar. The  belly is pale blue, darkest anteriorly. 
T h e  undersurlaces of the tail, limbs, and posterior part of the belly are 
cream. The  ground color of the flanks, the lateral dark fields, and the 
upper dorsolateral dark fields is dark chocolate brown; that of the lower 
dorsolateral dark field is a lighter brown. At midbody there are 23 granules 
between the enlarged verltrals and the lower edge of the pale blue lateral 
stripe. Spots are present in the lateral stripe; most of there extend ventrally 
to form pale blue vertical bars on the flanks. Spots are present in the 
dorsolateral stripes, which are greenish yellow. Anteriorly the paravertebral 
stripes are fused with the vertebral stripe to form a broad cream ~niddorsal 
3 From the Greek ' ~ [ ~ P L U T O S ,  exilcd; hcre used in  allusion to the isolated position of 
this population in the -l'epalcaLcpec Valley. 
stripe. Posteriorly the paravertebral stripes are represented by rows of 
greenish yellow spots partially fused with the vertebral stripe. 
In  lile, the flanks and the lateral and upper dorsolateral dark fields 
werc rich chocolate brown; the lower dorsolateral fields were brown with a 
slight greenish tinge. The  middorsal stripe was creamy yellow; the dorso- 
lateral stripes were grecnish yellow, and the lateral stripes and vertical 
bars on the flanks were pale blue. The  throat was pinkish blue, and the 
belly was pale blue. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBSPECIES.-The following description is based on 
57 specimens. The  largest male has a snout-vent length of 98 mm.; the 
largest female, 82 mm. Ten malcs with snout-vent lengths of more than 90 
mm. have tail lengths of 208 to 228 mm. and tail/body ratios ol 2.17 to 2.49 
(2.32). The  smallest juvenile examined has a snout-vent length of 40 mm. 
Scutellation: The  dorsal granules vary in number at midbody from 108 
to 140 (122.4 -1 1.04). Eight specimens have fewer than 115, and eight 
have more than 130. Sometimes two or three small scales lie in the apex of 
the femora anterior to the enlarged preanal scales, but olten there is only 
one. The  total number of preanal scales varies from 5 to 8 (6.5). The  
fenloral pores vary in number from 32 to 47 (38.8 + 0.48). The  supraorbital 
semicircle series are complete in three specimens; in the others the serics 
extend no farther anteriorly than the posterior edge of the frontal. 
Coloration: Juveniles are black with olive gray heads and pale blue 
tails. They have nine crcalriy white longitudinal stripes, ol which the 
laterals are the widest and the paravertebrals the narrowest. Pale cream 
spots and streaks are present on the dorsal surfaces of the limbs. Every 
adult has a broad cream middorsal stripe, which usually is bordered by a 
dark brown field. The  dorsolateral stripes are distinctly greenish. T h e  
lateral stripes ancl vertical bars are light blue. Although spots form in all 
the stripes, only the paravertebrals posteriorly fragment into rows of spots; 
the others persist as stripes. The  stripes are distinct from the neck to the 
region above the insertion of the hind limbs. The  color of the chin of 
adult inales varies l ro~il  rosy pink to pinkish blue. The  spots on the fore- 
limbs disappear in large adults, but those on the hindlimbs persist. In 
some indivicluals the spots on the hindlimbs forin tlansverse rows; in 
others they arc irregular. 
ONTOGENETIC CHANGE IN COLOR PATTERN.-T~~ lnetarnorphosis of tolor 
pattern in this form involves a reduction from nine to seven longitudinal 
stripes (Fig. 13). In juveniles the paravertebral stripes are narrowly sepa- 
rated iron1 the single vertebral stripe. The  paravertebral stripes widen and 
fuse with tllc vertebral. This fusion takes place first anteriorly. Usually, 
before the paravertebrals fuse posteriorly, they fragment into rows of spots, 
which later either completely or partially fuse with the vertebral stripe. 
In very large individuals the paravertebrals and vertebral become diffuse 
posteriorly. In this manner a rather broad middorsal stripe is formed from 
three separate narrow stripes. In some subatlults the vertebral stripe is 
absent or indistinct; in individuals witllout a vertebral stripe the paraverte- 
brals broaden and fuse together. In subadults spots appear in the lateral 
and dorsolateral stripes; however, these stripes never lragment into rows of 
spots. In some individuals a row of spots is present on the flanks inidway 
between the ventrals and the lateral stripe. These and the spots in the 
lateral stripe expand to form vertical blue bars on the flanks. In other 
individuals the vertical bars appear to have been formed solely by the 
expansion of the spots in the lateral stripe. In old individuals some of the 
spots in the clorsolateral stripes expand to connect with other stripes. The  
flanks and lateral dark fields change from black to rich chocolate brown. 
In old individuals the lower, and solnetinles the upper, dorsolateral fields 
become brown with a slightly greenish tint; however, in younger individ- 
uals the upper dorsolateral field is rich cllocolate brown. 
SEXUAL DIMORPHISM.-AS in the other races of li~zcatissinzus, the rnales 
attain a greater size than females and have a more nearly complete change 
of color pattern. Females have creamy white ventlal surfaces as comparetl 
with the pinkish throats, black collars, and blue bellies of the males. 
G E ~ G R A P ~ I C  VARIATION. -L~~~I~  geographic variation in scutellation or 
in coloration is evident in the present series. Twelve specimens from 13 
to 21 kilometers south ol Arteaga are from the Pacific slopes of the Sierra 
de Coalcolnin and not distantly separated from nor geographically isolated 
from C. lineatissirnus liuidus on the Pacific Coast near Playa Azul. These 
specil~leils not only more closely reseinble exol-istz~s in the Tepalcatepec 
Valley in coloration, but also in the number of tlorsal granules. Those 
from south of Arteaga have 109 to 140 (124.5 1 2.75) dorsal granules a t  
midbody, as compared with 108 to 135 (121.9 + 1.10) for 45 specimens 
from the Tepalcatepec Valley and 129 to 155 (143.3 t 2.97) for eight 
specimens from the eastern part of the coast of Michoacin. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHI-R F o K M s . - C ? ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ O ~ ' U S  lineatissinzzcs exoris- 
tus  closely resembles C.  I .  linentissirnws in scutellation, for they have, re- 
spectively, 122.4 i 1.04 and 120.0 + 0.73 dorsal granules at  inidbotly, 
38.8 + 0.48 and 33.3 + 0.32 femoral pores, and 6.5 and 6.7 preanal scales. 
The  only great difference in scutellation is in the number of femoral pores. 
In coloration, however, exoristus differs in having only seven stripes in 
adults, wllereas li~~eatissinzzls has nine. Both liuidzls and d u o d e c e ~ ~ ~ l i n e a l z ~ s  
have more dorsal gra~lules than exoristz~s; liuidus has 148.0 % 1.24, and 
cl1~odecen7,lineatzrs has 132.9 +. 0.47. Furthermore, liuidus has nine stripes in 
atlults, and duodecenzlineatzrs has indistinct dorsal stripes. Even though 
there is a difference in the number of stripes, exoristus resembles liuidtrs 
inore than lineatissinzus in certain aspects oC coloration. There is a similarity 
in the dark color of the flanks, the lateral dark fields, and especially the dark 
border oE the nlidtlorsal light stripe. However, the stripes in exoristus are 
persistent (even though spots lorin in the stripes), not fragmented into 
rows of spots as in lividus. 
Froin Cnenzidophorus deppei  infernalis, a sympatric form, exoristz~s 
may be distinguished most readily by its different color pattern; i v f e ~ n n l i s  
never has vertical bars on the flanks, nor spots forming in the stripes. 
Furthermore, the adult males of infernalis have black throats and bellies, 
not pink throats and blue bellies as in exoristus. Immature specimens may 
be distinguished by the number of granules between the lower edge of the 
lateral stripe and the enlarged ventrals; there are 18 to 23 granules in 
~xoristz ls  and 12 to 16 in infernalis. There is a significant average difference 
in the number of dorsal granules at  midbody; infernalis has 88 to 120 
(99.3 + 0.56) and exoristus has 108 to I40 (122.4 + 1.04). 
ECOLOGICAI. NOTES.-A~~ specimens of exoristus have been taken in Inole 
or less open gallery forest along streams in areas otherwise supporting 
scrub i'orest. In these gallery forests there is almost continuous shade, 
a leaf litter, and few or no grasses and herbs. In this habitat at Limoncito, 
rxoristus was found associated with Anzeiua ~ lndu la ta .  At Capirio, C. d e p p u  
infernalis inhabits the open scrub forest adjacent to the gallery forest 
iilhabitecl by exoristzls, which at this locality was found with C. calidipr, 
and C .  snclzi (auc torz~m) .  
DISTRIBUTION.-This race inhabits the above-mentioned environments 
in the Tepalcatepec Valley and at least the easternmost Pacific slopes ol' 
the Sierra de Coalcornin, anti perhaps the lower Balsas Valley in Mich- 
oachn from elevations of 170 to 600 meters in the valley and 750 to 900 
meters on the Pacific slopes. Possibly it ranges westward through the 
Ahuijullo depression in southeastern Jalisco, where i t  may intergrade with 
C.  1. linentissimus. Locality records (64 specimens) follow. 
MC-xico. Michoaccin: 13 km. S of At-teaga, UMMZ 119347-50; 21 knl, S of Arteaga, 
UMMZ 119939-46; 25 km. S of ArteaP, UKMNH 29685, 29687-9, 29691, 29700; Capiiio, 
1JMMZ 112659-60, 114758 (2), 114772 (4), 119302-4; Rio Tepecuate near Limoncito, 
IIMMZ 119305-16, 119520; Santa Ana, IJMMZ 119317-38. 
Cne7tzidofilzorzcs lineatissinzz~s cl1~odece~17lincatus Lewis, new conibination 
C i z ~ i t ~ i d o f ~ h o ~ t i ~  depfi i depljii, Burt, 1931, U. S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 154: 5 6 6 3  (part). 
Cn~nzidophorus rlefifiii linentissimus, Smith and Taylor, 1950, U. S. Natl. Mus. Bull., 199: 
179 (~'"'t). 
Ci~emidof)llortis guttuttis dt~oclece~r~liizeattts Lewis, 1956, Nat. Hist. Misc., Chicago Acatl. 
Sci., 156: 1-5. 
Cr~etnidophorz~s dej+)fiei duodecen~lineatzls, Zweifel, 1959, Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Bull. 
117 (2): 64. 
H o ~ m u ~ ~ . - M u s e u m  of Natural History, College of Puget Sound, No. 
7547, colle~ted by Murray I,. Johnson and Thomas H. 1,ewis at Cerro de 
la Contaduria, San Rlas, Nayarit, MCxico. 
1)1~c~osrs.-A small race of linen t issirnz~s (less than 1 00 inin. snou t-ven t 
length) characterized by a moderate number of dorsal granules at inidbody 
(average about 133) ,  ten light stripes in juveniles, and indistinct or  no  
stripe5 (except laterals) in adults. 
Dr ; . scu~r~~ro~. -The  ineasurcments given below are from the entire - 
sample of 69 specimens, whereas the description of scutellation and colora- 
tion is based on 28 topotypes. T h e  largest Inale has a snout-vent length of 
92 111111.; the largest female, 72 1~1111. Four nlales with snout-vent lengths of 
Inore than 70 inm. have tail lengths of 162 to 198 mm. and tail/body ratios 
ol' 2.19 to 2.45 (2.32). The  s~llallest juvenile examined has a snout-vent 
length of 33 inm. 
Scutellation: T h e  number of dorsal granules at rnidbody varies fro111 
126 to 142 (133.9 , 0.72); four specimens have less than 130, and only 
two have more than 140. There may be three or four small scales in the 
apex of the femora anterior to the enlarged preanal scales; the number of 
preanal scales varies iron1 6 to 8 (7.4). T h e  femoral pores vary in number 
from 28 to 37 (32.3 & 0.38). T h e  supraorbital seinicircle series are complete 
in 23 specimens; in four the series reach only to the posterior edge of the 
Irontal, and in one they extent1 to the posterior edge of the secontl 
supraocular. 
Coloration: Juveniles have a black dorsal ground color, a grayish olive 
head, a blue tail, and ten creanly white longitudinal stripes. There are 
irregular cream dashes ant1 spots on the dark brown limbs. In  females and 
inllriature ~nales the lateral light stripe is broad and cream, and without 
sl~ots. The  other stripes are dull cream and are not distinct against the 
light brown dorsum. The  lateral dark field is chocolate brown and notice- 
ably darker than the dorsal dark field and somewhat darker than the 
flanks. Adult males have an olive brown heat1 and greenish brown dorsuin 
with rnint greenish yellow stripes. Tn some the stripes (except the laterals) 
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are absent, antl in others there is a broad nlicldorsal stripe at least anteriorly. 
Bluish white spots form in the lateral stripes; in some the lateral stripe 
is partially fragmented, and the spots are expanded to forin vertical bars 
on the flanks. 
In life the dorsum is greenish brown, and the stripes are greenish 
yellow. The  lateral spots are pale blue. Males have a black throat and 
light blue belly. 
ONT~CENETIC CHANGE I N  COLOR PATTERN.-The llletainorphosis of color 
pattern primarily consists of a fading of the dorsal stripes and a change 
lrolrl a black to a greenish brown ground color (Fig. 14). Juveniles have 
ten longitidinal light stripes. A middorsal light stripe appears between the 
vertebral stripes. Anteriorly in adults the vertebrals usually are fused with 
the nlidclorsal stripe to form a broad middorsal light stripe, which usually 
is a lighter yellow than the other stripes. In old individuals the stripes 
become diffuse; in some even the broad middorsal stripe is absent. The  
lateral stripes either persist or partially break down into rows of spots. 
These sometimes are connected with spots on the flanks to form pale blue 
vertical bars. 
SEXUAL DIMORPNISM.-A~U~~ males have black throats and blue bellies 
spotted with black. Females have creamy white ventral surfaces. No females 
have spots formed in the lateral stripes nor on the flanks. Thus, in colora- 
tion they resemble immature males. 
GEOGRAPIIIC V ~ ~ I A ~ ~ o ~ . - A v a i l a b l e  specimens from Nayarit (32) have 
126 to 142 (131.1 + 0.66) dorsal granules at  midbody as compared with 36 
specimens from Jalisco, which have 125 to 141 (131.8 -+ 0.61), and one 
from Colima, which has 139. The  number of femoral pores varies fro111 
28 to 37 (32.4 -+ 0.35) in specimens from Nayarit and froin 30 to 38 
(31.2 r+ 0.30) in those from Jalisco; the specimen from Colilna has 34. The  
number of preanal scales varies from 6 to 9 (7.4) in specimens from Nayarit 
ancl Iron1 G to 10 (7.6) in those from Jalisco; the specimen from Colinla 
has 6. Seventy-eight per cent of the specimens from Nayarit have the supra- 
orbital semicircle series complete; they are complete in only 31 per cent of 
the specimens from Jalisco. There is little variation in coloration, except 
for seven of the 30 specimens from Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco (UIMNH 
41394-41400). In most details of color pattern these specimens are like 
C. 1. l ividus, but the number of dorsal granules varies from 130 to 141 
(134.6), well within the range of "normal" duodccemlineatus. Possibly 
lividus and duodecemlinentus are specifically distinct and occur synlpa- 
trically at least in the vicinity of Puerto Vallarta. On the other hand, the 
general nature of their distribution, together with their inorphological antl 
coloration clifferences (as well as similarities), suggests a subspecific rela- 
tionship. 
COMPARISON WITH OTI-IER F o R M s . - T ~ ~  indistinct stripes in adults 
immediately distinguish this form froin the other races of lineatissin7,1~.r. 
Both li?~idzls and dzlodecemlinentus have more preanal scales (average 7.1 
in liuidzrs and 7.5 in duodecemlineatzcs) than the other races (average 6.7 
in ,lineatissirnus and 6.5 in exoristus).Likewise, duodecenzlineatus has more 
dorsal granules a t  lnidbody than lineatissirnus or  exoristus (132.9 f 0.47 
in dz~odecemlineatus, as compared with 120.0 k0.73 in lineatissirnus and 
122.4 + 1 . M  in exoristus), but fewer than liuidus (148.0 +- 1.24). 
E~OLOGICAI Noms.-This small form has been collected in oil palm 
groves and tropical seini-deciduous broad-leaf forest, where it  appears to 
prefer shaded areas to open sunny ones. Occurring sympatrically with it in 
Nayarit is C. saclti huico, and in Jalisco ant1 Colima are C. comnzunis and 
Amei-oa undulatrc. 
D ~ s ~ ~ n ~ u ~ r o ~ . - T h i s  race occurs on the Pacific Coast and foothills to 
elevations 01 about 600 nieters from San Blas, Nayarit, southeastward to 
northwcstern Colima. No intergrades between duodecemlinen tz1.r and lin pc1- 
tissi7nz~s are known. Locality records (81 specimens) follow. 
Mkico: Colima: Ejido dc  Tepextle, G km. ENE of Manzanillo, UMMZ 115585. 
Jnlisco: Bahia Chamcla, AMNH 62779-80, IJMMZ 84246; 3 km. N of La Rcsolana, UMMZ 
102053-4; Puerto Vallarta, AMNH 15748-50, 15753-72, UIMNH 41394-400; 8 km. S 
of PuriIicaci611, UIiMNH 27198; Rio Real, l'enas, Bahia Banderas, AMNH 62781; 8 ~ I T I .  
SW of Tecomatc, UKMNH 29696-7. Nayaril: Bahia Banderas, UMMZ 84247 (2); 10 km. 
SE of Las Varas, UKMNH 29690, 29692; San Blas, AMNH 15843-7, 15849-50, 15873-4, 
UKMNI-I 27729, 27741, 29695-5, 2969&9, UMMZ 104737 (2), 112654 (F), 114766 (10); 
San Tos6 de la Condc, UMMZ 102055; Savr~litn, IJMMZ 11306G. 
Cne~nic lo~~hor~rs  lineatissirnus liuidus, new subspecies4 
(Pl. I) 
Ctzemidofihoms gtlttnttrs im~nutnbili,s, I'elers, 1954, Occ. I'apers Mus. Zool. Univ. Mich., 
554: 18. 
H~L~TYI.E.-University of Michigan R/luseuin of Zoology No. 119472, 
Iron1 Maruata (18O 17' N, 103O 20' W, sea level), Michoaciiil, Mkxico, 
collected by TVilliam E. Duellman on July 15, 1951. Original number, WED 
5124. 
PARATOPOTYPES.-UMMZ 104735, 104740, 1051 36, 1 19473-1 19475. 
DIAGNOSIS.-A race of lineatissin~zls characterized by a high number of 
4Latin, lividtlr, bluish or to become blue; here alluding lo  the bluish color of the 
fcrt and flanks of atlul(s of this form. 
dorsal granules at ~liiclbody (average 148), supraorbital semicircle series 
usually not extending anteriorly beyond the posterior edge of the frontal, 
and a broad ~niddorsal stripe bordered by dark brown and vertical blue 
bars on the flanks in adults. 
DESCR~PTION F HOLOTYI'E.-A11 adult male with a snout-vent length of 
91 inm., a tail length (complete) ol 208 mrn., and a tail/body ratio of 2.28. 
The  scutelIation is typical of li~zenti~~simz~s-three supraoculars, enlarged 
mesogtychials, and granular postantebrachials. The  supraorbital semicircle 
series extend anteriorly nearly to the posterior edge of the frontal. At mid- 
body there are 155 dorsal granules; there are ten preanal scales and 38 
leirioral pores. 
The  top of the head is light olive brown; this color extends onto the 
rostral, nasals, postnasals, anterior upper labials, and the mental. The  
loreals, preoculars, and other labials are bluish gray. The  upper surfaces 
ol the hind liinbs are brownish gray; the hind limbs are spotted with bluish 
whitc. Tlle proximal one-lourth of the tail is brownish gray; posteriorly it 
is bluisli gray. The  upper surfaces ol the leet are dark bluish gray. The  chin 
is pinkish blue, and the belly is bluish white. The  lower surfaces of the 
lil~lbs and tail are I,luisli cream. There is a broad black gular collar. Extend- 
ing posteriorly froin a point immediately behind the interparietal to a point 
above the insertiorl ol the hind limbs is a broad cream stripe (G  granules in 
width at nlidhody) bordered on either side by a narrow chocolate b r o ~ m  
dark field. 1,aLeral to this is a row of faint spots representing the paraverte- 
bra1 stripe. With ~ l l e  xception of the middorsal stripe, anteriorly the stripes 
suffuse with the grayish tan ground color. Separating the paravertebral and 
tlle upper dorsolateral stripes is a grayish brown dark field. The  upper 
dorsolateral stripe is complete and shows no indication of forming spots, 
whereas spots are present in the lower dorsolateral stripe. The  lower dorso- 
lateral ancl lateral dark fields are dark chocolate brown. There are 27 
granules between the enlarged ventrals and the lower edge of the bluish 
white lateral stripe, which is partially lragnlented into large round spots. 
The  flank below the lateral stripe is brownish black. Along the lower edge 
of the flank is a row of bluish white spots; midway between the enlarged 
ventrals and the lateral stripe is a similar row ol spots. 
In  life thc top of tlle head was light olive tan; the sides oE the head 
and neck we]-e bluish gray. The  dorsulll anteriorly was greenish gray, and 
the dark fields and flanks were deep chocolate brown. The  middorsal 
stripe was bright yellow; the paravertebrals and upper dorsolateral stripes 
were pale cream with a greenish tinge, ancl the lower dorsolaterals, laterals, 
and spots on the flanks were light blue. T h c  chin was pink; the gular 
region uras black, and the belly was pale b l ~ ~ c .  
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DESCRIP.SION 01:THE SUBSPECIES.--T~~ following description is based on 
54 specinlens froin the coastal lo~ilands and foothills in Michoacin. The  
largest male has a snout-vent length of 106 mm.; the largest female, 89 min. 
Nine inales with snout-vent lengths of more than 90 inm. have tail lengths 
of 205 to 250 inm. and tail/body ratios of 2.13 to 2.36 (2.24). The  smallest 
juvenile examined has a snout-vent length of 44 mm. 
Scutellation: The  dorsal granules at  midbody vary in number fro111 
126 to 164 (148.0 t 1.24). Only two specimens have fewer than 135, and 
only six have inore than 160. In some individuals the enlarged preanal 
scales are preceded by oilly two or three scales in the apex of the femora; 
in others there are as many as seven. The  total number of preanal scales 
varies f ro~n I, to 11 (7.4). The  femoral porcs vary in number fro111 32 to 
48 (37.9). The  supraorbital semicircle series do not extend anteriorly be- 
yontl the posterior edgc of the frontal in any specimen. 
Coloration: Juveniles havc a black body fading to gray along the lower 
edges of the flanks. With the exception of the lateral ones, which are bluish 
white, the longitudinal stripes are pale yellow. The  tail is light blue. Pale 
cream clashes or streaks are present on the upper suri'aces of the limbs. In 
some ilu~naturc individuals there is a single vertebral stripe, but in most 
there is a pair of vertebral stripes. Individuals collected in the dry season 
have a light brown dorsunl with greenish yellow stripes. All adults have 
the broad initldorsal yellow stripe and at  least a partially fragmented 
lateral stripe. Anteriorly, and to a lesser extent posteriorly, the dorsolateral 
and paravertebral stripes are diffuse. Adult males have the spots on the 
llanks connectetl with the spots formed by the frag~nentation of the lateral 
s t r i p ;  in large nlales these for111 vertical bars on the flanks. Snlall subadults 
often have the light stripes narrowly outlinecl by black. 
ONTOCENET~C CHANGE I N  COLOR P A T ~ E R N . - T ~ ~  nletalnorphosis of color 
pattern in this form involves a replacement of the lateral stripe by spots, 
the suEusion and loss of the stripes anteriorly, and the development of a 
broad middorsal light stripe by the fusion of the vertebral stripes, thus 
resulting in a11 adult lizard with nine stripes and rows of spots (Fig. 14). 
Juveniles have ten distinct longitudinal stripes, of which the lateral ones 
are the broadest and the vertebral pair the narrowest and fused anteriorly 
and posteriorly. With increased size and age the dark field between the 
vertebral stripes lightens, and the vertebral stripes become broader, until 
the entire area between the vertebral stripes is yellow, forming in the place 
of the orginal pair of light stripes and dark field a single broad yellow 
stripe. Apparently the formation of the solid broad middorsal stripe begins 
jr~st back of the head and progresses posteriorly. In small adults spots ;Lppear 
011 the flanks; these are in two rows-one just above the ventrals, and the 
other midway between the ventrals and lateral stripe. Later, spots form in 
the lateral stripe. These spots expand and fuse with those on the flanks 
to form vertical bars. In old males spots form in the lower dorsolateral 
stripe; the lateral stripe fragments, and the vertical bars expand to reach 
the lower dorsolateral stripe. In subadults the stripes are faint anteriorly, 
and in very large specimens the paravertebrals and upper dorsolaterals inay 
be faint or absent. The light streaks on the forelimbs disappear in adults; 
those on the hind limbs break into spots. 
SEXUAL DIMORI'HISM.-M~~~S, which attain a greater size than females, 
have a more advanced metamorphosis of color pattern. Females seldom 
lose the stripes anteriorly and often do not have spots formed in the lower 
dorsolateral stripes, nor do they have the colored throats and bellies of the 
;tdul t males. 
GEOGRAPH~C VARIA'I.ION.-T~~ range of this for111 includes the coastal 
lowlands and foothills of Michoacin, an airline distance ol about 200 
kilometers. If the 26 specinlens from the western part of this range (Boca 
de Apiza to La Placita) arc compared with the 19 specimens from the 
middle of the range (vicinity of Maruata and P6maro) and the eight from 
the eastern part (Kio Nexpa to Playa Azul), the lollowing variation is 
observed in the number of dorsal granules at midbody: those froin the 
west have 137 to 164 (147.6 -+ 1.51); those fro111 the rriiddle ol the range 
have 126 to 164 (148.4 i- 2.06); those from the east have 129 to 155 
(143.3 2 2.97). The  nu~nber of femoral pores in the same series varies 
as fo l lo~~s:  those from the west1 have 33 to 43 (36.1 + 0.57); those fro111 
the middle of the range have 34 to 46 (38.8 +- 0.62); those froill the east 
have 38 to 48 (41.9 ~fr 0.77). The  same series analyzed for variation in the 
number ol preanal scales show the following: those from the west have 5 
to 10 (7.2); those fro111 the nliddle of the range have 6 to 11 (8.2); those 
from the cast have 5 to 8 (6.8). No geographic variation in color pattern is 
apparent. 
COMPARISON IVI-TH OTHER FoRR,Is.-I~ certain aspects of coloration 
C. I .  liuidus resembles both ez;o?-istus and d~~odecemli?zerrlz~s; i t  differs from 
exo~istws in having nine instead of seven stripes in adults and in having 
the lateral ailcl sollletimes the lower dorsolateral stripes fragmented. Fronl 
duodecemlinentus it differs in having a bolder color pattern and persistent 
stripes (at least the vertebral and laterals), and from both of these forins 
lividus differs in having niore dorsal granules at midbody (148.0 -t- 1.24 
in li-uidzu, as compared with 122.4 -+ 1.04 in exor-istz~s and 132.9 _c 0.47 
i n  d~~or leccml ine t~ l z~ .~ ) .  From linentissirn,us, 1i~id1l.s differs in having. the 
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dark paravertebral and lateral fields and in having more dorsal granules 
(lineatissimus has 120.0 + 0.73). From C.  d ,  deppei ,  a sympatric species, 
l iv idus differs in having more dorsal granules (deppei  has fewer than 120) 
and vertical bars on the flanks; deppei  sometimes has the lateral stripe 
fragmented into a row of blue spots, but these are not expanded into ver- 
tical bars. Juveniles may be distinguished by the numbers of granules 
between the enlarged ventrals and the lower edge of the lateral stripe; in 
liuidus there are more than 20, and in deppei  17 or less. 
Superficially lividus resembles C.  guttatus fiavilineatus in Chiapas; the 
latter has a lighter flank, only seven longitudinal stripes, and 158.8 t 1.53 
dorsal granules at midbody. 
ECOLOGICAL NOTES.--These lizards have been collected in dense scrub 
iorest and in semi-deciduous broad-leaf tropical forest. They have been 
found in the scrub growth above the strand on beaches. This form usually 
is found in or close to shade, where it sometimes is seen with Ameiva  
u?zdulata, a species characteristic of the more dense forest. 
DISTRIB~TION.--T~~S form has been collected only on the Pacific Coast 
and foothills of the Sierra de Coalcomin in Michoacin, to elevations of 
about 300 meters. I t  is doubtful if its range extends southeastward across 
the Rio Balsas into Guerrero, where it apparently is replaced by Cnenzido- 
p h o ~ u s  gut ta tz~s  im?nutabilis.  Locality records (54 specimens) follow. 
Mexico: iMiclzoaclin: Barranca de  Bejuco, UMMZ 104736 (2), 118058 (2); Boca dc 
Apiza, UMMZ 104525, 105127; Coahuayana, UMMZ 114756 (3): 9 km. S of Coahuayana, 
UMMZ 104526 (2), 105128; El Ticuiz, UMMZ 114754 (4); 4 km. E of El Ticuiz, UMMZ 
114755 (3); La l'lacita, UMMZ 104527-9, 105129, 114757 (7); Maruata, UMMZ 104735, 
104740, 105136, 119472-5; Motin del Oro, UMMZ 105134; Ostula, UMMZ 105130 (2), 
105131, 105132 (2); Playa Azul, UMMZ 112665 (4); Playa Cuilala, UMMZ 104741 (2); 
Pomaro, UMMZ 105137 (2); Salitre de  Estopila, UMMZ 105133, 105134; San Pedro 
Naranjeslila, UMMZ 114387. 
Cve~ta idopho~ ~ L J  g ~ ~ l l a t ~ c s  \Viegnlann, 1934, Herpetologia Mexicaaa, pp. 27, 29. 
DISTRIBUTION.--T~~S species ranges from northern Veracruz in eastern 
Mexico and from the Rio Balsas in western MCxico southward to the 
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and thence eastward along the Pacific lowlands 
and foothills of Chiapas and into the upper Cintalapa Valley in Chiapas 
(Fig. 8). I t  inhabits shaded areas at elevations usually less than 1000 
meters, but does not live in dense forest. 
DIAGNOSIS.-This is the largest species in the group; adult males attain 
snout-vent lengths in excess of 140 mm. This species has 142 to 208 dorsal 
FIG. 8. hlap s h o ~ ~ i n g  distribution of the races of Cnemidophorus guttntus in 1LI&xico. 
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granules at  midbody, 32 to 52 femoral pores, and 5 to 11 preanals. In 
different populations fro111 19 to 87 per cent of the individuals may have 
complete supraorbital semicircle series. The  basic dorsal color pattern 
consists of seven or eight light stripes (upper dorsolaterals absent) or 
rows of spots on a brown dorsum; the lateral field is darker than the rest of 
the dorsum. Adult males have a black gular collar, a buff or orange throat, 
and a blue belly. 
GEOGKAFI-IIC VARIATION.-W~~~ respect to size the southern population 
in Chiapas is the smallest; the largest male from Chiapas has a snout-vent 
length ol 113 mm. Likewise, the population in Chiapas has fewer dorsal 
granules at midbody, fewer preanal scales, and fewer femoral pores than 
the others. Those from Chiapas have 158.8 + 1.53 granules; there are 179.4 
I+ 2.29 in Oaxaca, 175.8 1.22 in Guerrero, and 199.3 t 1.1 1 in Veracrul 
(Fig 9). The  sample from Chiapas has 38.2 + 0.42 femoral pores; that froni 
Oaxaca, 45.2 +- 0.60; that from Guerrero, 41.8 +- 0.40; and that from Vera- 
crul, 44.2 + 0.75 (Fig 10). Specimens from Veracruz have an average 01 
8.8 preanal scales, and those from Oaxaca and Guerrero have an average 
of 8.7, whereas those from Chiapas have 7.5. In the sample from Veracruz 87 
per cent of the specimens have the supraorbital semicircle series complete; 
the series are complete in 29 per cent of the specimens from Chiapas ant1 
in 19 per cent of those from Oaxaca and Guerrero. 
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FIG. 9. Geographic variation in the number of dorsal granules in Cnernidophorus 
glrttntlrs. See Figure 3 for explanation. 
IMMUTA BILIS (OAXACA) -29  
FIG. 10. Geographic variation in the number of femolal pore5 in Cnemidof)llorics 
giittatus. Sce Figure 3 for explanation. 
Juveniles horn Veiacruz are brown with a lateral light stripe; juve~liles 
from the rest of the range are black with seven or eight longitudinal light 
stripes. In  the specimens from Veracruz rows of spots develop on the dor- 
5Unl; in those from Oaxaca and Guerrero the longitudinal stripes of the 
juveniles fragment into rows of spots. In  the specimens Prom Chiapas the 
vertebral stripes fuse into a broad midorsal light stripe, and all of the 
stripes are persistent. 
On the basis of the differences in coloration which are fairly closely 
correlated with differences in scutellation three races are recogni~ed. These 
are diagnosed below. 
Cnemidophorus guttatus guttatus Wiegmann 
Cnemidophorus gut tatus  Wiegmann, 1834, Herpetologia Mcxicana, pp. 27, 29. Burt, 
1931, U. S. Natl. Mns. Bull., 154: 6674. 
Cnen~idophorus  unicolor Cope, 1877, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., 17: 93 (USNM 30385; 
type locality "West Tehuantepec," Oaxaca, Mexico; collected by Francis Sumichrast). 
Cnemidophorus gut tatus  guttatus, Cope, 1892, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc., 17: 32. Gadow, 
1906, Proc. 2001. Soc. London, pp. 309, 325-326. Hartweg and Oliver, 1937, Occ. Papers 
Mus. Zool. IJniv. Michigan, 359: 3. Smith and Taylor, 1950, Bull. U. S. Natl. Mus., 199: 
17S180, 
HOL~~Y~>E.-Zoologisches bluseunl Berlin, No. 887, tollec~ed by F. 
Deppe from "Mexico." The  type locality was restricted to Veracruz, Vera- 
crux, MCxico, by Smith and Taylor (1950: 180). 
DIAGNOSIS.-A moderate-sized race of C. guttatus with a high number of 
dorsal granules at midbody (average about 199); young with only lateral 
stripes present; adults without stripes, but instead rows of light spots on a 
l~rown dorsum. 
DESCRIPTION.-T~~ following description is based on a series of 13 speci- 
mens from Lerdo de Tejada, Veracruz, and 12 specimens from west of the 
city of Veracruz. The  largest specimen is a male with a snout-vent length 
ol 129 mm.; the largest female has a snout-vent length ol 105 mm. Five 
males with snout-vent lengths of more than 100 mm. have tail lengths of 
228 to 270 mm. and tail/body ratios of 2.11 to 2.23 (2.17). The  smallest 
juvenile examined has a snout-vent length of 49 mm. 
Scutellation: The  dorsal granules are small and vary in number around 
the inidbody from 184 to 208 (199.5 +- 1.11). The  preanal scales vary in 
number lroill 7 to 10 (8.8); the enlarged preanal scales are preceded in the 
apex of  lie femora by several small scales. The  femoral pores vary in num- 
ber from 38 to 48 (44.2 =t 0.75). In  most specimens (92 per cent) the 
supraorbital semicircle series is complete to the anterior edge of the second 
supraocular, which is separated from the first by a row of granules con- 
tinuous with the row of granules separating the supraoculars from the 
superciliaries. Thus, in these specimens the second ancl third supraoculars 
are completely surrounded by granules. In  the other specimens the supra- 
orbital semicircle series extends anteriorly only to the posterior edge of the 
frontal or to about the lniddle of the frontal. 
Coloration: In  small individuals the entire dorsal surface of the body, 
head, and limbs is light brown; a narrow lateral light stripe extends from 
the upper edge oC the ear to the anterior edge of the hind limb. In some 
specimens this stripe is broken into a series of dashes. Large individuals 
have a brown dorsum with somewhat lighter flanks. The  lateral stripe or 
row of spots is indistinct. There are 30 to 34 granules between the enlarged 
ventrals and the lower edge of the lateral stripe. The  lower dorsolateral 
stripe is present as a laint intelrupted line or as a row oC spots; the para- 
vertebial and veitebral stripes are represented by rows of rather small light 
spots. Solnetinles a faint row of spots is present between the vertebral rows. 
The  lateral dark field always is slightly darker brown than the rest of the 
dorsum. T h e  top of the head and the upper surfaces of the limbs and tail 
are olive brown and unmarked. The  sides of the head are bluish gray. The  
throats of adult males are tan; there is a narrow bluish black gular collar. 
The belly is bluish white incdially and dark blue or black with round 
bluish white spots laterally and on the anterioi and ventral surEaces of the 
lzind limbs. The  underside of the tail is bluish cream. 
In  life the dorsunl is sandy brown sonletimes tinged with olive; the 
lateral dark field is a dark chocolate brown, and the flanks are light olive- 
gray or olive-tan. 'The throats ol adult males are buff and the bellies light 
blue mcdially and bluish black laterally. In  juveniles the sides of the 
proximal hall and tile entire posterior half 01 the tail are pale blue. 
ONTOGENETIC CHANGE IN COLOR I 'ATTEKN.- I~so~~~  as known, the Juvell- 
iles of C. g. guttatus do not have a black dorsal ground color, as is char- 
acteristic of the young of other forms in this group. Also, with the exception 
of the lateral one, the juveniles have no longitudinal light stripes. With 
increased size and age light spots appear on the dorsunl (Fig. 15). These 
are small and appear first in the lines nornlally occupied by the lower 
dorsolateral stripes. Later, spots appear in paravertebral rows and some- 
tiines in very large individuals in a vertebral row. The  spots in old indi- 
viduals are larger and less distinct than in smaller ones. With increased 
size the lateral stripe fragments into a row of spots, except posteriorly, where 
a stripc usually persists. Thus, the metamorphosis ol colo~r pattern in this 
1:orin consists of the developnlent ol light spots; these are formed (with the 
exception ol the lateral rows) without the fragmen~ation ol previously 
existing longitudinal stripes. 
SEXUAL DIMORPHISM.-Aside 11-oin the somewhat larger size attained by 
the males, the only noticeable sexual di~norphism is lound in coloration. 
Correlated apparently with thc larger size of the males is the inore nearly 
complete ~netamorphosis of color pattern; the degree of dorsal spotting 
reached by the largest fenlales is never as complete as that in the largest 
males. The  buff throat, black collar, and blue belly distinguish adult inales 
froin females, which have a completely white or bluish white venter. 
GEOGRAPHIC VARIA~.~ON.-F~V~ specimens lrom Rodriguez Clara (UIMNH 
36069-73) resemble C. g. flauilineatus in color pattern and in the number 
of dorsal granules at inidbody (156-170); seven from San Ger6nimo 
(UIMNH 36062-8) have stripes anteriorly like imriz~utabilis. Such variants 
cannot be explained with certainty; perhaps after the differentiation of the 
three now recognizeti races of gzrttatus there was clispersal and subsequent 
isolation of small populations to lorn1 a nlosaic in the isthmian region. 
Data from these variants are excluclecl fro111 Tables I1 and 111. 
COMPARISON WITI-I OTHER FORMS.-Froin the other races of C. guttatus, 
this form may be distinguished principally by the different metamorphosis 
of color pattern. The  juveniles of the Pacific Coast races of gzhttatzls are 
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black with at  least seven light longitudinal stripes, which with age partially 
fragment into rows of spots or remain as stripes throughout life, whereas 
the young of guttatus are brown with only a lateral light stripe; with age 
the spots appear in rows on the dorsum. Both of the Pacific Coast races have 
fewer dorsal granules than guttatus (199.3 t 1.1 1, as compared with 176.8 
-+ 1.54 for imm.utabilis and 158.8 + 1.53 for flavilineatus). The  supraorbital 
semicircle series is complete in only 30 per cent of specimens of flavilineatus 
and in 17 per cent of specimens of immutabil is  as compared with 87 per 
cent of guttatus. 
From the Gulf Coast deppei ,  guttatus may be distinguished by its greater 
maximum size (129 inin. as compared with 82 inm.) ,  greater number of 
granules around the body (more than 180 as compared with fewer than 
125), and in having juveniles without stripes and adults with spotted backs, 
contrasted with persistent stripes in deppei .  
ECOLOGICAL NOTES.-Cnenzidopho~us guttatus guttatus inhabits brushy 
situations, including clumps of bushes in savannas, stream banks in open 
scrub forest, and the dense brush on the leeward sides of coastal dunes. In 
forests it is replaced by Anzeiva undu,lata and in the open scrub forest and 
savanna grasslands by Cnemidopho)-zu deppei  deppei .  
DISTRIBUTION.-This form is definitely known only from the state of 
Veracruz, where it is found in the habitats described above in the lowlands 
and foothills, usually at elevations of less than 1000 meters, from Tecolutla 
to Coatzacoalcos. Although there has been considerable collecting to the 
north of Tecolutla, principally near Tuxpan and Tampico, as yet this 
lizard has not been reported from there; it probably also occurs along the 
coastal areas of extreme eastern Veracruz and Tabasco. One specimen 
(UMMZ 88653), purportedly from San Diego, near Tehuacan, Puebla, 
doubtlessly bears incorrect data, for this locality is at  an elevation of 
about 1800 meters in the upper Balsas Basin. Locality records (175 speci- 
mens) follow. 
Mexico: V e t a c ~ u z :  Alvarado, UMMZ 57002; 6 km. ESE of Alvarado, UMMZ 118212; 
26 km. ESE of Alvarado, UIMNH 39300-3; Boca del Rio, UIMNH 33883; 5 km. SW of 
Boca del Rio, UKMNH 24434; 10 kin. S of Boca del Ria, UMMZ 118724 (2); Cempoala, 
UIMNH 26034-5; Coatzacoalcos, USNM 47525-6; near Jalapa, UMMZ 69267; 22 km. E 
of Jalapa, UMMZ 95100; 5 km. NW of Lerdo de  Tejada, UMMZ 114756 (13); Mataca- 
bresto, UIMNH 36522-3; Palma Sola, UIMNH 36521; Plan del Rio, UMMZ 102051, 102052 
(4),  105622 (6); Piedras Negras, UMMZ 84515 (Z), 88651 (12), 88652 (30); Puente 
National, UIMNH 21843-5, 36074, UKMNH 24431-2, 24435, UMMZ 69409, 105616 (4); 
Punta Colorado, UMMZ 89323 (2); Rio Blancos, 20 km. WNW of Piedras Negras, UKMNH 
23312-3; Rodr igue~ Clara, VIMNH 36069-73; San Gerbnimo, UIMNH 36062-8; Tecolutla, 
UlMNH 4169; 3 km. S ot 'Iecolutla, UIMNH 3950; 16 km. S of 'Tecolutla, UIMNH 
3851-68; Tierra Colorado, UIMNH 36058-61; 4 k n ~ .  W of Tierra Colorado, UMMZ 
95105 (9); 18 km. W of Veracruz, UMMZ 95102-3; 22 kin. W of Veracru~, UMMZ 
95106 (6); 35 km. W of Veracruz, UMMZ 99915 (7); 80 km. W of Veracruz, UMMZ 
99916 (2); 8 km. SW of Veracruz, UMMZ 95104 (11); 6 km. S of Veracruz, UMMZ 
95101. 
Cnenzidophol-us guttatus inzmutabilis Cope 
C i ~ e i t ~ i d o p h o ~ u s  i t t ~ t f ~ ~ i t u b i l i s  Cope, 1877, Proc. Amer. l'hilos. Soc., 17: 93. 
Cire~nidophorlis naicrolepidopus Cope, 1877, Ibid. (USNM 30187; type locality "West 
'l'ch~~antcpcc," Oasaca, Mtsico; collected by Francis Sumichrast. Typc locality re- 
stricted to city of 'l'ehuarrtcpec [Srnith and 'l'aylor, 1950: 1801). 
C i ~ e m i o d p k o i u s  gut tnl~rs  ir~~mutaDil is  Cope, 1892, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc., 17: 31. 
Gadow, 1906, Proc. Zool. Soc. I,ondou, pp. 309, 326-327. Hartweg and Oliver, 1937, 
Occ. I'apers Mus. Zool. Urliv. Michigan, 359: 3-7. Smith and Taylor, 1950, Bull. U. S. 
Natl. Mus., 199: 180. 
Cnetnidophorus guttatus sti-iuta Gadow, 1903, Proc. Royal Soc. Lotldon, 72; 115 (No typc 
designated; typc locality "Isthmus of Tchuantcpec," rcstrictcd to Tehuantepec, Oaxaca, 
Mbxico, by Smith and Taylor, 1950: 180). 
Cnetnidofihorus stiicrtus Gadow, 1905, Proc. Zool. Soc. I,ontloir, p. 195. 
Cnen~ido~1~orn . s  guttcltrcs, Burt, 1931, Bull. U. S. Natl. Mus., 154: 66-74 (part). 
HOLOTYPF,.-United States National Museum No. 30141, collected by 
Francis Sumichrast from "West Tehuantepec," Oaxaca. The  type locality 
was restricted to thc city of Tehuantepec, Oaxaca, by Smith and Taylor 
(1950: 180). 
DIAGNOSIS.-A large race of C. guttatus with a inoclerate number of 
dorsal granules at inidbody (average about 177), young black and usually 
with seven longitudinal light stripes; adults with spots partly replacing the 
stripes. 
DESCRIPTION.-T~~ following description is based on a series of 30 speci- 
inens froin the vicinity of Tehuantepec, Oaxaca. The  largest male has a 
snout-vent length of 145 mm.; the largest female, 115 min. Eight males with 
snout-vent lengths of more than 100 min. have tail lengths of 228 to 260 
mm. and tail/body ratios of 2.11 to 2.28 (2.21). The  smallest juvenile 
exanlined has a snout-vent length of 48 inm. 
Scutellation: The  dorsal granules vary in nulllber around the midbody 
froill 153 to 198 (179.4 t 2.29). The  enlarged preanal scales are preceded 
in the apex ol the femora by several small scales; the total number of 
preanal scales from the apex to the posterior enlarged scale varies froin 
6 to 11 (8.7). The  femoral pores vary in number froin 38 to 52 (45.2 t 
0.60). The  supraorbital semicircle series is complete in five specimens; in 
two others the series extends anteriorly to the rniddle of the frontal, and in 
23 the series reach only to the posterior edge of the frontal. 
Coloration: Sinall juveililes are black with six well-defined longitudinal 
yellow or crealn stripes; below the lateral stripe the flanks are dark bluish 
gray. An irregular middorsal or vertebral stripe usually is present; this some- 
times is split, leaving a narrow black line between a pair of brownish 
vertebral stripes. There is only one pair of dorsolateral stripes. The  top of 
the head is dark olive brown, and the sides of the head are brownish cream. 
The  tail is bluish gray above and cream below. The  upper surlaces of the 
thighs are streaked with cream. In large individuals the stripes are replaced 
by spots posteriorly. The  dorsal ground color is dull brown or greenish 
brown; the lateral dark field is dark brown, and the flanks below the lateral 
stripe are gray. The  head, except for the labials which are gray, is olive 
brown. The  hind limbs and proximal part of the tail are flecked with 
yellow or greenish yellow. The  ventral coloration of adult males consists 
of gray labials, a pinkish tan throat, a black gular collar, and a dull bluish 
gray belly and hind limbs. Laterally, on the belly, are bluish white spots. 
The  ventral surlace ol the tail is dull cream. 
In  life the adults have a dull brown clorsuln often tinged with green; 
the lateral dark field is dark chocolate brown. The  lateral stripe is bluish 
gray, and the flanks below this stripe are a darker gray. The  other stripes 
and spots are pale yellow or greenish yellow. The  throats ol adult males 
are dull orange or orange-buff. 
ONTOGENETIC CHANGE IN COLOR P A . ~ . I  1<~.-7'11e change in color pattern 
in this race involves the metamorphosis of a black h a r d  with six light 
stripes and a vertebral light area to a brown lizard with eight stripes, which 
subsequently are partly replaced by spots (Fig. 15). Large juveniles or 
small subadults show :I splitting of the vertebral light area into a pair of 
vertebral stripes. Latcr, spots develop in all of the stripes. l h e  lateral 
stripe assumes a bluish color and connects with several bluish vcrtical bars 
on the flanks. In large individuals the vertebral stripes nornlally fade conl- 
pletely, leaving only rows of spots in their place. The  paravertebral and 
dorsolateral stripes persist anteriorly, but posteriorly they are represented 
only by rows ol spots. The  lateral stripe persists but fades into the bluish 
gray flank. 
SEXUAL DIMORPHISM.-The development of the adult color pattern can 
be correlated closely with the site of the individual. Males, which attain 
a greater site than females, sho.iv a greater degree of development of the 
spotted doisum; nevertheless, laige fenlales do  have spots replacing the 
stripes, particularly posteriorly. The white or bluish white bellies of the 
females are in contrast with the dull bluish gray bellies of males. Females 
often have a faint dark gular collar and a pinkish cast to the throat. 
G I ~ G R A P H ~ C  VARIATION.-T~~ series froin Tehuantepec nlay be coin- 
paretl with a series of 68 specimens iiom Tierra Colorado and the vicinity 
ol Acapulco, Guerrero, in the northwestern part of the range. Although 
the sample from Guerrero is larger, less variation is noted in the number 
ol' granules arouncl the midbody; these vary from 155 to 194 (175.8 + 1.22) 
in Guerrero as coinpared with 153 to 198 (179.4 f 2.29) at Tehuantepec. 
Specimens from Guerrero have slightly fewer femoral pores; there are 34 
to 48 (41.8 =t 0.40) as compared with 38 to 52 (45.2 =t: 0.60) in specimens 
from Tehuantepec. Essentially the same proportion of specimens iroin both 
regions have the supraorbital semicircles complete (17 per cent in Oaxaca 
and 20 per cent in Guerrero). 
Several individuals from the region of Tehuantepec have a color pattern 
approaching that ol flavilineattu; likewise, four from Guerrero resemble 
flauilinmfus in coloration. Of the Oaxacan specimens, one from Chivela 
(UMMZ 114764) has the pale flanks and dark dorsum of flavilineatus, but 
the vertebral stripe is split and spotted; this specimen has 180 granules 
around the body and 46 femoral pores, both close to the averages for these 
characters in the sample of immutabilzs from Tehuantepec. Nine speci- 
inens (UIRIINH 36111-9) from Totolapam, Oaxaca, have dark fields and 
six or seven persistent stripes; otherwise they are typical immutabilis. 
Fourteen specimens from Cacalutla, Guerrero (UMMZ 119133), have ten 
narrow stripes. Individuals lrom extreme southeastern Oaxaca (vicinity 
ol Tapanatepec) appear to be much closer to flnvilineatt~s; these are dis- 
cussed under that form. 
Con~r~~nrsolu WITH OTHER FORMS.-Cnemidophorus guttatus inzmutab- 
ilis may be clistinguished lroni the Gull Coast race guttatus by the fewei- 
number of dorsal granules ( I  76.8 2 1.54 as comparecl with 199.3 +- 1.1 1 in 
gullatus), by the proportionately Pew specimens with complete supraorbital 
semicircle series (87 per cent of the specimens of guttatus have the series 
con~plete), and by the persistence of stripes anteriorly in the adults, whereas 
in guttatzls the entire dorsuin is spotted. From {lavilineattu, inznztlta bilis 
may be distinguished by its greater number of dorsal granules (176.8 + 1.54 
as compared with 158.8 2 I .53 in jlavilinentus); furthermore, flavilineatr~s 
has broad persistent stripes contrasting with the dark dorsal ground color. 
From Cnemidopho.rzcs deppei deppei, a sympatric species, immutabilis 
may be distinguished by its much larger maximum size (145 inm. as com- 
pared with 80 mm. in deppei), greater number of granules around the body 
(more than 150 as compared with less than 115 in defipei), and by the 
strikingly different ventral coloration in adult males (deppei is entirely 
black ventrally). Superficially immutabilis resembles C. linentissimtls lividus 
which occurs on the coast ol Michoacrin; this form differs in having a broad 
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orange-yellow middorsal light area in adults, blue flanks and feet, nine or 
ten stripes in the young, normally fewer granules around the body (126 to 
164 r148.0 t 1.24]), and a maximum known snout-vent length of 106 mm. 
ECOLOGICAL No~~s.--Individuals of Cnenzidophorus gut tutus immuta-  
bilis have been noted only in or close to shaded areas. They inhabit gallery 
forest along streams, semi-deciduous broad-leal tropical forest, and dense 
arid scrub forest. Occasionally they have been observed in association with 
Ameiva z~ndulata.  Where immutabilis occurs with Cnemidophorus deppei, 
the latter species usually is found only in the more open and sunny situa- 
tions. 
DISTRIBUTION.-T~~S race of Cnemidophorus guttatus ranges in coastal 
lowlands and foothills below elevations of 1000 meters from at  least 
Zihuatanejo, Guerrero, southward across the Plains of Tehuantepec. North 
of the plains it is known from the Plains of Chivela near the continental 
divide in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. At the eastern edge of the Plains 
of Tehuantepec i t  apparently intergrades with C. guttatus fluvi~lineutus. 
Northward i t  probably extends to the Rio Balsas, to the north of which 
it has not been taken and appears to be replaced by Cnem,idophorus 
li~zentissimz~s lividz~s. Locality records (440 specimens) follow. 
MCxico: Gue? rero: Acahuitzotla, UMMZ 119128; Acapulco, UIMNH 3669-73, 38091; 
6 km. N of Acapulco, UIMNH 36079-82; UMMZ 104450 (3); 13 km. N of Acapulco, 
UIMNH 36681-91; Agua del Obispo, UIMNH 360767, 36084-5, 36109-10, 36679; 3 km. 
W of Bajos del Ejido, UMMZ 119129 (13); Buenavista, UIMNH 36083; 5 km. W of 
Cacalutla, UMMZ 119133 (14); near Chilpancingo, UIMNH 36075; Coyuca, UIMNH 
36289, 36698-36707, UMMZ 85416 (4). 105615 (2); 8 km. E of Coyuca, UIMNH 36275; 
13 km. N of Coyuca, UIMNH 36692-7; 14 km. NW of Coyuca, UIMNH 36325-35; 2 km. 
N of El T~e in ta ,  UMMZ 119130 (13), 119131 (l l) ,  119132 (11); Garrapatas, UIMNH 
36680; Laguna Coyuca, UMMZ 80947 (2); opposite White Friars, UMMZ 84249 (2); 
Organos, UIMNH 36103-8; Tierra Colo~ado, UIMNH 3652-558; Xaltinanguis, UIMNH 
36078, 36086; Zihuatanejo, UMMZ 84245, 84248 (3). Oaxaca: Bahia Escondido, UMMZ 
84250 (7); Benito Juarez, UIMNH 8534; 10 km. NW of Camai6n, UMMZ 119518; Cerro 
Quiengola, UIMNI-I 36569-72; Ccrro Tres Cruces, 32 km. SW oC Tehuan~epec, UIMNI-I 
36559-67, UMMZ 81890; Chacalapa, UKMNH 38241-54; Chivela, UMMZ 67693 (2); 
5 km. S of Chivela, UMMZ 114764; Fscurano, UIMNH 36573, 36575; between Huilotepec 
and Tehuantepec, UMMZ 81882 (3), 81883-8, 81892-3; Ixtepec, UIMNH 36674-5; 
Lagartero, IJIMNH 8535; La Venta, UIMNH 3930415; Mazahua, UMMZ 114763; 5 hm. 
S of Nejapa, UKMNH 44044, 44082; Palmar, UIMNH 36574; 13 km. S of Pachutla, 
UIMNH 8531-3; Puerto Angel, UIMNH 8536-50; between Quicngola and Tehuantepec, 
UMm 81881 (6), 81889 (3); Rio Tequisistlin, UIMNH 39316-24; Salina Cru7, UIMNH 
36576-8, UMMZ 81894 (3), 119134 (5); San JosC Chiltcpec, UIMNI-I 37354; San Jost 
Lachiquiri, UIMNH 36568; between Santa Rosa and Tehuantcpec, UMMZ 81891 (3); 
Tehuantepec, UIMNH 36579-36637, 36647-68, 40923, UMMZ 81874 (2). 81875-7, 81878 
(5), 81879 (2), 81880 (6); 5 km. WNW of Tehuantepcc, UKMNH 33718, 37854-8, IJMMZ 
112950; 8 km. WNW of Tehuantepec, UKMNH 44083, 44085-8; I3  km. WNW of 
7 - lehuantcpec, UKMNH 33714; 16 km. WNW of Tehuantepec, UKMNH 33716; 27 km. 
W of Tehuantepec, UKMNH 33713; 32 km. W of Tehuantepec, UMMZ 112664; Toto- 
lapam, UIMNH 361 11-9. 
Cnemidophorus guttatusjlavilineatus, new subspecies' 
(1'1. I) 
C: i~~~ i t~ ido~I to rus  guttatus, Burt, 1931, Bull. U. S. Natl. Mus., 154: 66-74 (part). 
C~~etnzdo/)Itorzcs guttattrc inltnutahilir, Sniith and laylor, 1950, Bull. I T .  S. Natl. Mus., 
199: 180 (part). 
H o ~ . o ~ ~ s ~ . - U n i v c r s i t ~  of Michigan RiIuseuin of Zoology NO. 119465, 
fro111 Finca Orizaba, about 20 kilometers southwest of Las Cruces, Chiapas, 
hlbxico (+ 650 meters), collectecl by Fred G. Thompson, December 22, 
1955. Original number, AB 8708. 
DIAGNOSIS.-A small race of Cnemidophorus guttatus with a low number 
of dorsal granules at  midbody (average about 159) and persistent stripes 
contrasting with a dark dorsal grouncl color in adults. 
DESCRIPTION OF HOLOTYPE.-A large subadult male with a snout-vent 
length of 110 mm., a tail length (complete) of 228 mm., and a tail/body 
ratio of 2.08. The  scutellation is typical of guttntus-three supraoculars, 
enlarged mesoptychials, and granular postantebrachials. The  supraorbital 
semicircle series extend anteriorly to the posterior edge of the frontal. At 
midbody there are 142 dorsal granules; there are seven preanal scales and 
39 femoral pores. 
The  top of the head is olive-brown; this color extends onto the rostral, 
nasals, and postnasals. The  upper half of the loreal is black; the preoculars, 
suboculars, labials, and the lower part of the loreal are bluish cream. The  
upper surfaces of the limbs and proximal fourth of the tail are unicolor 
light grayish brown. Posteriorly the tail is bluish gray; the upper surfaces 
of the hincl feet are a darker bluish gray. The  chin and ventral surfaces of 
the forelimbs are light buff; the belly and anterior surfaces of the hind 
limbs are light blue. The  ventral surfaces of the hind limbs and the preanal 
region are cream; the ventral surface of the tail is cream blending to bluish 
gray laterally. The  dorsal body pattern consists of six separate stripes 
(laterals, dorsolaterals, and paravertebrals) and an incompletely separated 
pair of vertebral stripes. At midbody, 32 granules separate the enlarged 
ventrals from the lateral stripe, which is six granules in width. The  flank 
below the lateral stripe is pale tannish gray and only slightly differentiated 
6 Frorn the Latin, flavus, yellow, and li?~entzrs, lined; used in reference to the broad 
yellow middorsal stripe in adults. 
Ilom the cream Iatcral stripe. Above the lateral stripe is a deep brownish 
black lateral dark field ten granules in width. Above this is a cream dorso- 
lateral stripe five glanules in width, originating on the posterior superciliary 
and passing over the insertion oh the hind limb to disappear on the prox- 
imal tlolsolateral scnlace of the tail. Median to the dorsolateral stripe is a 
dark field eight granules in width. Anterior to the forelimbs this field is 
black, but chocolate brown throughout most of the body, fading to light 
grayish brown posteriorly. Medially is a narrow (three granules in width) 
paravertebral stripe which is cream anteriorly and brownish cream posteri- 
orly. Between the palavertebral stripes the dark field (26 granules in width 
at midbody) is tlecp brownish black. Beginning immediately posterior to 
the interparietal and extending the length of the body is a broad cleam 
vertebral stripe. On the anterior one-third ok the body this stripe is single; 
then it bifurcates and continues posteriorly as an interconnected pair of 
vertebral stlipes which {use again above the insertion of the hind limbs. 
The interspace between the stripes is deep brownish black. 
The  color in life (ol the type series from field notes by Fred G. Thoinp- 
son): do~sa l  and lateral light stripes yellow with a slight tinge of green; 
ground color between dorsal stripes rich chocolate brown; lateral field 
black; tail slightly greenish; throat orange; belly blue. 
DFSCRIPTION OF IIIE SUBSPFCIES.-T~~ following description is based on 
ill specimens from scattered localities in southwestern Chiapas. The  largest 
Illale has a snout-vcnt length of 113 illin.; the largest female, 93 mm. Seven 
inales with snout-vent lengths of more than 100 mm. have tail lengths ol 
228 to 262 mm. ant1 tail/body ~a t io s  of 2.08 to 2.45 (2.27). Thc  smallest 
juvenile has a snout-vent length oi 38 mm. 
Scutellation: The  dolqal granules valy in number at midbody from 142 
to 184 (158.8 1.53). One specimen with 184 and one with 179 are the 
only ones with more than 173 granules; 55 pel cent of the specimens have 
lewer than 158 granules. The  enlarged preanal scales are preceded in the 
apex of the femora by a varying number ol slilall scales; the number of 
preanal scales varies Irom 5 to 10 (7.5). The  femoral pores vary ill number 
from 32 to 45 (38.2 i- 0.42). In 12 specimens the supraorbital semicircle 
series are complete. They extend to the anterior edge of the second supra- 
ocular and are continuou\ with a row of granules separating the first and 
second supraoculars which, in turn, are continuous with a row of granules 
between the superciliaries and the supraoculars. In  the other specimens the 
series extend anteriorly only to the posterior edge of the frontal. 
Coloration: Juveniles have a black body fading to gray below the 
lateral stripe, an olive-gray head, and a pale blue tail. The  stripes are bold 
creamy white. There are lalge cream spots on the fo~elimbs and narrow 
cream stripes on the hindlinlbs. The  vertebral stripe iiiay be single lor its 
entire length, or it may bifurcate somewhere on the anterior one-third of 
the body. In eight adults and subadults the vertebral stripe is single; in 
12 it is bifurcated but interconnected throughout its length; in three the 
vertebral stripes are entirely separate, and in two of these there is a median 
row of spots between the vertebral stripes posteriorly; in the others the 
vertebral stripe is bifurcated and not interconnected. In  some subadults 
there is a faint light stripe on the flank below the lateral stripe. The  flanks 
in adults are pale tannish gray. All individuals have a dark lateral field. 
Usually the lateral field between the dorsolateral and paravertebral stripes 
is lighter than the other dark fields. Two individuals have spots developed 
in the light stripes, but the stripes are continuous and not fragmented into 
rows of spots. Adult males have a buff colored chin, a black gular collar, 
and a pale blue belly. In large specimens the blue is darker laterally with 
scattered white spots. 
In  life, specimens from the vicinity ol' Arriaga had a bluish gray lateral 
stripe, pale cream dorsolateral and paravertebral stripes, and a bright 
creamy yellow vertebral stripe. The  lateral dark field was a rich brownish 
black; the other dark fields were chocolate brown faintly tinged with pale 
green. The  throat of an adult male was pale orange-buff. A juvenile had 
pale cream stripes and a bright light blue tail. 
ONTOGENET~C CHANGE IN COLOR PATTERN.-The irletalnorl)hosis of ~0101. 
pattern in this form does not involve the replacement ol st~ipes with spots 
(Fig. 16). Apparently the nature of the vertebral stripe (single, bifurcate, or 
paired) does not change with age. The  major change in color pattern is in 
the pigmentation of the dark fields. The  flanks become lighter in old indi- 
viduals, whereas the lateral dark field remains dark, almost black as in the 
juveniles. As often as not the dark fields between the paravertebral stripes 
remain dark, especially anteriorly, while the dorsolateral fields become 
lighter. In adults the spots and stripes on the limbs vanish. Apparently 
prior to the disappearance of the light nlarkings on the hind limbs the 
stripes break into spots. 
SEXUAL DI~. IORPHISM.-AS~~~ from the larger size attained by the males, 
the only difference between the sexes is in the coloration of the venter. 
Adult males have a buff throat, black gular collar, and a blue belly; fenlales 
have an immaculate creamish white venter. 
GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION.-T~~ iange of this form 1s dlvided by the rela- 
tively low crest of the Sielra Madie, leaving populations on the Pacific Coast 
and foothills of the Sier~a Nladle and in the upper reaches of the Rio 
Cintalapa dramage to the north of tlie continental divide. Thele are 
distinct differences in scutellation between the sample fro111 the coastal 
lowlands and that from the Cintalapa Valley. In comparison with individ- 
uals from the inland localities at elevations of more than 500 meters, speci- 
mens from the Pacific lowlands (Arriaga and Tonoli) have more dorsal 
granules at  midbody (165.4 +- 1.72, as compared with 151.3 rt 0.98). 
Specimens froin the lowlands have 33 to 45 (39.0 i- 0.61) femoral pores 
as coinpared with 32 to 42 (37.2 -t 0.55) in specimens from Cintalapa. 
Also, specimens froin the lowlands have inore preanal scales, 6 to 10 (8.0) 
as coinpared with 5 to 9 (7.0) in specimens froin Cintalapa. Perhaps there 
is suficient genetic discontinuity between the Pacific coastal population 
and that in the upper Cintalapa Valley to effect such noticeable differences 
between the populations. 
Specimens of guttatz~s inzrnr~tabilis froin Tehuautepec have 179.4 rt 2.29 
dorsal granules, 45.2 _+ 0.60 femoral pores, and an average of 8.7 preanal 
scales. In  each of these characteristics the Pacific Coast sample of flavilinea- 
tus is intermediate between typical ir,z?nz~tabilis and the sample of flaavi- 
linentus from the Cintalapa Valley. However, all of the Chiapan speciinens 
are alike in color pattern and distinctly different from the majority of 
i~nm~ctabi l i s  from Tehuantepec (see discussion of geographic  ariati ti on in 
C. guttatus immutabilis). 
Three specimens from 'lapanatepec and one froill San Juanico in 
extreme southeastern Oaxaca have 146, 147, 168, and 168 dorsal granules 
at  midbody, and 38, 42, 45, and 46 femoral pores. Jn two the vertebral 
stripe is single, and in two it is bifurcate. Although two are large inales 
(snout-vent lengths of 112 and 113 min.), neither shows any fragmentation 
of the stripes into spots, as is characteristic of C. g. inzmutabilis a few kilo- 
meters to the west on the Plains ol Tehuantepec. Consequently, these 
specimens are assigned to flauil I zlzeatus. ' 
COMPARISON WITI-I OTIIER F o ~ ~ s . - T h i s  foi-111 differs from the other 
races of guttatus in having fewer dorsal granules at midbody (158.8 =t 1.53, 
as coinpared with 176.8 -1 1.54 in imnzutabilis and 199.3 rt 1.11 in 
~ u t t a t u s )  and in having a dorsal color pattern of persistent light stripes 
on a dark brown dorsum, as coinpared with rows of spots or stripes partly 
fragmented into spots in the other races. 
Froin C. d.  deppei, which occurs in the saine area, flavili7zeatus may be 
clistinguished by its greater maximum size (113 mm. as compared with 80 
mni.), greater nulnber of dorsal granules (more than 140 as comparecl 
with fewer than 120), and in having a broad vertebral light stripe. Superfi- 
cially flavilineatus resembles C. li?zeutissi?nus lividus from Michoacin. 
Tliere are only minor differences in scutellation; flaavilineatus has slightly 
illore dorsal granules at midbody than liuidus (158.8 rt 1.53 as compared 
with 148.0 t 1.24). Both forms have a persistent broad vertebral light 
stripe, but flavilineatz~s has only one pair of dorsolateral stripes, whereas 
liuidrrs has two. 
ECOLOGICAL NOTES.-Individuals 01 this race have been collected in dense 
scrub forest and semi-deciduous broad-leaf tropical forest environments on 
the coastal lowlands and foothills, and in somewhat drier scrub forest in 
the Cintalapa Valley. 
D ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ o ~ . - C ~ z e ? n i d o p h o ? u s  guttutus flauilineatus is known only 
from the upper Cintalapa Valley and from the coastal lowlands and foot- 
hills of southwestern Chiapas and extreme southeastern Oaxaca. A1 though 
the Kio Cintalapa is in the Gulf drainage and is a tributary of the Rio 
c ~rij'i .., 1va , (via the Rio de la Venta), specimens of flauilineatus are unknown 
lronl the broad Grijalva Valley in central and eastern Chiapas. Apparently 
in the more humid coastal lorvlands to the east of Pijijiapan it is replaced 
by Anzeiva undz~lata. Two specimens (crest above Arriaga and Buena Vista) 
are from elevations of about 1000 meters in the Sierra Madre. Possibly the 
population is con~inuous from the Pacific lowlands across the Sierra Madre 
to thc Cilltalapa Valley; however, the differences in the present samples 
fro111 these localities suggest a minimum of continuity (see discussion of 
geographical variation in f7avilineatus). Apparently flauilineatus inter- 
grades with inznzutnl~ilis at  the eastern edge of the Plains of Tehuantepec. 
Locality records (94 specin~ens) follow. 
Mexico: Chini)ccc: Arriaga, UMMZ 88379, 94828-37, 94889; 12 km. N of Arriaga, 
IJMMZ 114760 (4); 16 km. N of Arriaga, IJMMZ 114759; Bucna Vista, UMMZ 113827; 
Cintalapa, UMMZ 99833 (9), 99834; I6 krn. NE of Cintalapa, UMMZ 118726; crest above 
Arriaga, IJMMZ 94875; Finca Olizaba, UMMZ 113825, 119461-5; Hacienda Monscrrate, 
UMML 102222 (3); I'ijijiapan, UMMZ 119513-5; Rancho San Bartolo, UIMNH 855141, 
8571-83; Sat1 Ricardo, UIMNH 36128; TonolA, UIMNH 36120-3, 36638-46, UMMZ 
88378 (2), 119516; 10 km. NW of TonolA, UKMNH 43914, 43922, 439267, 44084, 44089-90. 
On%rrr(r: San Juanico, UMMZ 113826; Tapanatepec, UMMZ 84493 (2), 118725. 
DISCUSSION 
From the preceding descriptions 01 variation, ontogenetic change in 
color pattern, distribution, and ecology, certain conclusions concerning the 
phylogenetic relationships of the species in this group inay be drawn. The  
three species coinprising the deppei group of the genus Cnenzidoph0)-us 
belong to a single phyletic line, which, according to Burt (1931: 255), arose 
from a stock derived from the South American le?nniscatus group. Not all 
workers hold with Burt's interpretation of the relationships and evolution- 
ary history ol the genus. Until detailed studies have been completed on 
all of the species groups in the genus no substantial analysis of the inter- 
relationships of the various groups can be made. Consequently, we shall 
liillit our remarks to the deppei  group. 
Burt (loc. cit.) suggested that the deppei  group probably did not evolve 
before the Late Miocene; furthermore, he explained the differentiation of 
deppei  and guttatus (the two species recognized by him) by the isolation 
of stocks by a sea portal at the Isthmus of Tehuantepec in southern Mtxico. 
T h e  recognition of three species and ten races in this group, instead of two 
species and three races as recognized by Burt, necessitates a reinterprc- 
tation of the phylogenetic history of the group. 
Before discussing the phylogenetic history ol the group, i t  is necessary 
to ascertain the relationships of the species. Cnenzidophorus deppei  differs 
Crom the others in having black venters in aclult males, generally persistent 
stripes, and fewer dorsal granules. On the other hand, guttatus and lineatis- 
sinzus appear to be more closely related in that they both have blue bellies 
and black gular collars in adult males, fraginentatioil of stripes into spots 
or vertical bars, and a greater number of dorsal granules than deppei .  
Since the juveniles of all forms except guttatus guttatus are striped, 
it may be assumed that the ancestral deppei  stock had a pattern of stripes, 
and that those forms in which the stripes are either completely or partially 
replaced by spots or vertical bars have evolved from a striped iorm. Juven- 
iles of C. guttntus guttatus have only a lateral stripe; adults have rows oC 
spots which develop without the fragnlentation of stripes. In this respect, 
and possibly with respect to its greater number of dorsal gi-anules, gutlatus 
guttatus appears to be the most advanced form in the group. 
There appears to be a close correlation between color pattern and 
habitat in these lizards. The  adults of deppei  are striped; these lizards live 
in open, often grassy, habitats. The  spotted forms or those with vertical 
bars or other fragmentation of the lined pattern (guttatus and lineatissi- 
m u s )  inhabit shaded areas. Apparently there is selection for the spotted 
pattern in shaded habitats and for the striped pattern in open environments. 
We do not have data to determine if the striped juveniles of guttatus and 
lineatissirnus have habitat preferences different from their spotted adults. 
Duellman (1958) presented a synopsis of Middle American paleogeo- 
graphy in which he summarized geological, paleontological, and biogeo- 
graphical evidence suggesting that if a seaway existed at the Isthmus of 
Tehuantepec, it must have been present only during the Lower Pliocene, 
and that even if a seaway did not exist, climatic fluctuations during the 
Cenozoic probably caused considerable ecological change in the isthmian 
region, so as to grovide both barriers to and highways for animal dispersal. 
In  attempting to reconstruct the phylogenetic histoiy of the group we 
may assume that prior to the existence of a seaway or other coinparable 
barrier at  the Isth171us of Tehuantepec, a deppei  group prototype ranged 
from at least northern Central America northward onto the Gulf and 
Pacific lowlands of Mtxico. Tlie presence of a subsequent barrier at the 
Isthnlus of Tchuantepec would have served to isolate three populations of 
the deppei  prototype-a deppei  stock in northern Central America, a 
guttntlrs stock on the Gulf lowlands of what is now Veracruz, and a 
lineatissirnus stock on the Pacific lowlands of MCxico. Subsequent to a 
period of isolation and differentiation, and following the disappearance 
of a barrier at the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, the gzrtlalus stock, which 
probably most closely resembled the present race flavilineatus, clispersecl 
southward across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec to invade the Pacific low- 
lands of Chiapas, Oaxaca, and Guerrero. This species lives in shaded 
environments, but not in rainforest. Climatic fluctuation during the Late 
Pliocene and Pleistocene may have produced effects resulting in the re- 
slriction of the lizard's environment, and thus serving to isolate popula- 
tions of gzlttatz~s on the Atlantic lowlands (guttatus) ,  Pacific lowlands west 
of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec (im.mutabilis),  and Pacific lowlands 
(possibly only in the Cintalapa Valley) east of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec 
(flovilinent~rs). 
The  l inent i ss i~~~z ls  stock developed on the Pacific lowlands of MCxico, 
where it  lived in shaded forest environments similar to those inhabited by 
g11ttatlc.r. With the dispersal of guttatus onto the Pacific lowlands, lineatis- 
s i ~ ~ z ~ r s  may have been exterminated south of the Rio Balsas. Perhaps 
1ineati.rsimu.r had moved to the region north of the Rio Balsas before the 
immigration of guttntus into Oaxaca and Guerrero. A population of 
lineatissin7,u.s became isolated in the Tepalcatepec Valley and subsequently 
tliffercntiated into e.xo?-istzls. Later this form invaded the lowlands of 
Coli~na via the Ahuijullo Depression to differentiate there into lineatissi- 
T I ~ Z L S .  TO the north along the coastal regions of Jalisco and Nayarit the 
lincntissin~us stock differentiated into dzlodecemlinent~rs and to the south 
along the coast oC Michoacin, into lividus. 
Cnernido;bhol-u.r deppei  dispersed northward and westward froin north- 
ern Central Ainerica in dry and open environments. Consequently, it was 
not in co~npetition with either guttatus or lineatissinzzls. A population of 
deppei  differentiated in the Balsas-Tepalcatepec Valley to for111 infenzalis; 
another population became isolated in open environments in the Yucat6n 
l'eninsula and developed into coxumelzls. 
The  distribution patterns of these lizards indicate that considerable 
climatic fluctuation must have occurred since the species differentiated. 
This is particularly true of deppei, for the relict populations of coz1cn7,elus 
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011 Isla de Cozunlel, Isla blujeres, and es~~ecially in the s;iv;tnn;ts of El 
Peten, Guatemala, suggest that savannas or other non-evergreen forest 
environments were once nluch inore extensive in that region than they are 
now. On the other hand, tlle presence of a population of lineatissinzus in 
gallery forests in the arid Tepalcatepec Valley indicates that more mesic 
environments formerly were more widespread in that area. 
The  examination of 2300 specimens of Cnenzidophorus of the deppei  
group has revealed the presence of three species and ten races. T h e  species 
difFer from one another in the relative size of the dorsal granules, the size 
of the body, color pattern, and ontogenetic change in color pattern. Two 
of the species, gzcttntus and linentissinzzcs, are ;~llopatric and inhabit shaded 
areas in arid and subhumid environments; the thirtl species, deppei ,  occurs 
sylnpatrically with the others, but inhabits open situations. The  ranges of 
the species, particularly deppei  with its relict populations in the savannas 
of Guatemala and on Isla de Cozumel, appear to he disconlinnous. The  
present distributions probably are the result of climatic shifts during the 
Pleistocene. 
Cnemidophorus  deppei  consists of three races-deppei fro111 Costa Rita 
to Michoacrin and Veracruz, cozlcmelus in the Yucatin Peninsula, and 
infernalis in the Balsas-Tepalcatepec Valley; gzcttatus also consists of three 
races-gzcttntzcs in Veracruz, inznz~ctabilis on the Pacific lowlands of Cuerrero 
and Oaxaca, and flavilineatu,~ in the Cintalapa Valley and on the Pacific 
lowlands of Chiapas. Cnemidoplzorus linentissinzu~s is made up of four races 
-lividus on the coast of Allichoacin, li77eatissimzcs on the lowlands of 
Colima, duodecemlineatzls on the lowlands of Jalisco and Nayarit, and 
exoristus in the Tepalcatepec Valley. 
Our investigations of the deppei  group have revealed several problems 
worthy of future study. The  most notable systematic problei~ls to be solvetl 
are: (1) The  status of the 10-lined "deppei" in Veracruz (see cliscussion of 
variation of Cnemidophorzu  deppei  deppei) ,  ( 2 )  The  amount of variation 
of color pattern in living specimens of deppei  from the coast of Chiapas, 
where the scutellation is highly variable, (3) The  relationships of the 
populations of lineatissimus in Colima (see discussion of geographic varia- 
tion in Cnemidophorus  linentissimzu). Certain questions concerning dis- 
tribution can be answered only after additional held work; for example, 
collections are needed fro111 the savannas of Tabasco and the southern part 
of the YucatAn Peninsula to determine the tlistribution of deppei  in that 
region. 
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from 1.ercIo de 'l'rjada, Vmacn~z (A-C) and CnenlMophuttrr drppri cozu alrlus (D-F). 
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